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:PREFACE. 

That Jonathan Swift .is one of the greatest :writers of 

·Engli-sh literature is now an . .accepted fact.. Somewhat over

looked is his eclipse in the nineteenth century. Although 

many.scholars have commented in general concerning the 

· °Qackgl"ounds .of the. two ages, p,one have, to my ,knowledge, 

tried to put Swift in the Victorian trame of references.;i.n 

an attempt .to better understand why he was so unpopular. 

That is the purpose of this work., although by no means 

does ·it pretenq to be '.an exhaustive study of all attitudes~ 

· What I ·have attempted t.o do is take certain Victorian 

aspects -- optimism, anxiety., practicality, etc. -- and 

contrast them either with Swif.t's writings ·or Swift's age 

.to sh<;>w that his eclipse was almost of necessity • 

.. This paper in no manner is an attempt to denigrate 

the major writers .of the Y:ictorianperiod., regardless.of 

· the fact that some o::I; them may be cast inan unfavorable 

·lie;ht. We of the twentieth century too often have a 

tenqency · to .disparage.· any-thing "\Tictorian.," but any appar

e'.nt la~k of empathy in tbis paper is not ;intentional. lf 

.it appears that·~ have ·too ba·ld:ly stated a debatable 

point., it is my syntax and not my sympathies that one 

should cri tic:i,ze. When. I first st:art:ed .res~arching this 
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work, I, too, bad a tendency to be anti-Victorian. Now, 

however, my sympathy lies :more and more with this age. 

Many of the social problems we face in.the twentieth 

century (and have not solved) were first encountered by 

the Victorians -- and they bad no previous·body,of know-

· ledge to turn to for an$wers.. One thinks immediately of 

industrialization, universal suffrage, mass education, 

economic instability, .and others too multitudinous to men

tion. This is a paper of observations, not 6ne of closely 

reasoned a;rguments·. I hope tnat it will be read . in that 

manner. 

I wish to ackn,owledge·my indebtedness to Dr~ Loyd 

·· Douglas for observations that first pointed out the pos-

sibilities of research in this area, and to Dr. D. Judson 

Milburn.for suggestions that kept me off too.many limbs. 

Although there ·are still many branches.I shall probably . . . . 

have t.o vacate, the fault is mine, not my advisers. 
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.··cHAPTER I 

iNrRODUCTJON 

There ·• is a certain group of people in· literature who 

a$sumethe·attitude of purists in their appreciation of.lit

erature. They live in an aesthetic world of absolute values • 

.. Their argument runs in the main .that what. is "good" in lit-

erature will be good for· all time.· Perhaps no other figure 

in·English letters refutes th.is idea·as·much as.does 

Jonathan;Swift, for during the period under ·study a great 

majority,of the critics gave·Swift .short ,Shrift in their 

estimates. In.the nineteenth century, with the exception of 

Thackeray,. the critics all paid lip,serviceto Swift, but in 

all of their criticisms,diaries, journals,.letters, etc • 

. they utte~ed clich~s·that: Swift was good, great, or unex

celled -- then.stated nothing more. Th,is is rather unusual. 

How could ·a man of.such stature in his own age as·Swift come 

· from the very· heights· of literary eminence. down· to the · 

depths.he occupied during the Yictol'.ian era? 

It.:j.s not only the drop from the public eye, for any-

one who st::udies li terat11re realizes that. there. is usually a 

drop.· in popularity qf a predecessor; what is also strange 

is that.these critics not only gave him mere-lip service 

but failed to understand him as critics now do. 

l 
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If one should follow the paths of criticisms of Swift 

from the criticisms of his contemporaries through those 

of the Victorians -- he would notice the turnings and vag

aries of Prince Posterity, whom the author of ! Tale of a 

Tub'· addressed with such faith. 

When one starts to analyze the popularity o~ a man of 

the nature of Swift, especially the popularity of Swift in 

·his own time, he runs one risk of lauding him too highly 

or the other risk of passing off wnat he vir.ote as being 

merely political, religious, or personal writings of a 

topical nature • . One thing is certain: a man with gifts as 

. Swift possessed woul,d not and did not go unnoticed. In all 

probability he had many more enemies than he had friends; 

after all, when one is the manager of a political party's 

propaganda mill, he does not endear himself to many people. 

And even those whom he does attract are ~ttracted quite 

often for selfish reasons. Others would be friendly for 

the obvious reason that to make an enemy of a person in 

such power would be most unwise. Too, satirists are not the 

type·to inspire especial warmth. ~evertheless,·Swift d;i.d 

enjoy the esteem of many men of letters in his own age. 

Pope, for instance, was a lifelong friend and published 

some of Swift's writings. · Sir William Temple, one of the 

outstanding men of the age, thought highly of Swift. Among 

the men of letters of his own time, Swift was on.a par in 

reputation with Dryden -- although mainly in a different 
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field -- and stood above Gay, Defoe, Addison, and Steele 

in contemporary thought. 

Swift's popularity through his writings was not only 

esteemed by his fellow literary figures, but in Ireland 

yet today Swift is considered one of the heroes of the 

country, for the Dean almost single-handedly stood off the 

·Crown with his Drapier's·Letters. And during his years of 

political power he numbered almost all of the Tory ministry 

among his acquaintances -- one is rather fearful of saying 

friends, for his job with the various politicians precluded 

warmness from those with whom he worked. One has more the 

feeling that there was a wary tolerance on their parts for 

one who, for all they knew, was just as capable of writing 

for one ministry as another. 

In the later years of Swift's life, especially after 

he had departed from London, he did lose .his political 

power to a certain .degree, but he managed to maintain the 

esteem of most of the many friends he had made in literary 

circles, and his popularity among tll:!.people of Ireland was 

almost to the point of idoliz,tion. With his death in 

1745, he still stood large among the literary f;i.gures of 

the age. 

Thirty-five years later, the dominant figure of the 

literary world was Dr. Johnson, and in his Lives of the 

English·Poets (1779-82) he, too, felt thatiSwift was one 
\ 

of the outstanding figures of the immediately preceding 
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years •. Johnson called Dryden, Pope, Swift, and Addison 

.the most important authors of the Restoration and Queen 

Anne periods. . Johnson apparently understood,: Swift quite 

·well, for he felt that, Swift, among others, "gave scope to 

his moralistic approach to literatur~, and their works 

were based on the P~inciples of 'general nature' that he 

valued. 111 This "moralistic approach" is someth,ing to keep 

in mind when one studies the Victorian age, for this was 

to a degree one of the reasons that·put·Swift into such an 

eclipse. The Victorians did not feel that,Swift 1 s morals., 

as exhibited in his writings were of high quality. All in 

.all, Johnson's estimate.of Swift was most laudatory and 

quite-perceptive •. In his Lives of the Poets Johnson does 

not dwell at all on·Swift 1 s use of coarse Language; he 

apparently understands its usage -- although he does not 

condone-it. Johnson stated.that-Swift's·wit was perhaps 

as told by Dr. Delany, who knew·Swift better and who felt 

that'·Swift's writing was 

••• delightful in many instances~ and salut~ry 
even where it is most offensive; when you con-
sider his strict truth, his fortitude in 
resisting oppression and arbitrary power; ~is 
fidelity in friendship, his. sincere love and 
zeal for religion, bis uprightness in.making 
right resolutions, and his steadiness in.adher-
ing to them •• ~ .2 : · · 

Although Johnson himself did not wholeheartedly agree with 

this estimate, he was honest enough to include it in his 

·own evaluation of Swift. -And although he.felt that·Swift 

was a great writer, he did foreshadow the revulsion felt 

by. the Victorians. 



The greatest difficulty that occurs in analyzing 
his character is to discover by what depravity 
of intellect he took delight in revolting ideas 
from whi§h almost every other mind shrinks with 
disgust. 

) 
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When this is read out of context, it appears that .Johnson, 

too, is disgusted with Swift, but it does not sound that 

way at all when one finds that which follows. Johnson 

states that Swift was a most original writer, had good 

diction, easiness and gaiety, exact rhymes, no hard-. 

laboured expression, no redundancies, and so forth. All in 

all, one·sees that Swift was a writer whom Johnson admired, 

but one finds also the seeds of future condemnation. 

Johnson's lengthy appraisal of Swift in Lives of the 

Poets was the last major analysis of him for seventy years. 

Swift was mentioned in the century ahead, to be sure; but 

he was mentioned only as if it were expected that he be 

mentioned. Of those who commented, some liked him, some 

did not, and some did not care. 

For instance, in 1819 Shelley writes in "A Philosoph

ical View of Reform114 that,Swift was a good author. The 

allusion to Swift was merely made in passing; the subject 

was not Swift per se. Nowhere else does Shelley mention 

Swift. In 1823 Carlyle writes in a letter to John A. Car-

lyle, recommending what to read for enjoyment and for 

knowledge: 

·swift is also a first rate fellow: his Gulliver, 
and Tale of ~.Tub, and many of his smaller pieces 
are inimitable in their wayo Have you read all 
of Shakespeare? Have you read Fielding's novels? 



They are genuine things; though if you.·. were 
not a decent fellow, I should pause before 
recommending them, their morality is so 
loose.5 . 

Earlier, in March of 1821, he had written to John Carlyle 

6 

telling him what to read: "Dean·Swift is a merry grinning 

dog. · Did you ever see his ,·Tale . of a .. Tub '·?" Other than 

this, Carlyle mentions nothing of Swift. One must remember 

that these lines were written before Carlyle became one of 

the really major critics of his time, One wonders why he 

did not comment more on Swift later on. That he should 

recol)lmend·Swift without reservations but tell.John that he 

recommends Fielding with his·· "loose morals" only because 

John is such. a "decent" fellow.· strikes one as a bit unusual. 

Coleridge, too, has withheld any real comment, although 

Go A. Aitken in the Athenaeum critizes Coleridge's earlier 

estimate of Johnathan'Swift. From the Aitken article it 

appears that .. Coleridge has written something concerning 

·swift. According to Aitken, Coleridge·rather left ... handedly 

apologizes for Swift's method of presentation of material. 

Aitken quotes Coleridge as stating that he dislikes the 

Houyhnhnms because they did not show perfection as·Swift 

apparently meant them to do. He ·further qUob:ls Coleridge 

as stating that.he admired Swift, but "LaptJta.I would 

expunge altogether. It is a wretched abortion, the product 

of spleen and ignorance and self conceit. 116 

Wordsworth's comments are also rather bland. To one 

."Miss Fenwick" he mentione~-Fielding's works, Don Quixote, 
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Gil Blas, Gullivers.Travels, and."A.Tale of a Tub" as boy..,. 

hood favourites. 117 

Although it was not written by him, Byron was quoted 

by Trelawney in·l822 while they were discussing rhymes,saying 

that"if you are curious about these matters, look in.Swift. 

!·will send you a volume; he·beats us all hollow, his 

· rhymes are wonderful. 118 

· Neither DeQuincey nor Ruskin has anything to say about 

Swift. 

George Eliot in a letter to Charles Lee·Lewes in 1863 

says that 

I.am glad you enjoyed "Esmond." It is a firie 
book. Since you have been interested .in the 
historical suggestions, I recommend you to read 

: Thackeray's .. "Le'~tures on the· English Humorists," 
which are all about men·of the·same period • 

.. There is a more exaggerated estimate. of Swift 
and ~ddison than is implied in "Esmond;" and 

.. the excessive laudation of men who are consid,,... 
erably below the tip top of human nature both 
in.their lives and genius,.rather vitiates the 

·Lectures, which are otherwise admirable and are 
delightful reading.9 

It sounds almost as if Eliot has been reading some other 

article than 1,'hackeray's. Thackeray.does admit that,Swift 

h~s ·some good points, but for the most part, the"excessive 

laudation" Eliot mentions cannot be found inthe·English 

.Humorists. 

W. · S •. Landor· in .1858 i,n, a letter to a,:Mr. Forster states 

that: Swift's ''Tale· of a Tub" is "the work I have :red LJ3i<il 

oftener than.any other prose wprk of our langu,age •••• What a 

writer! 1110 . Nowhere el~e does Landor have anything to say 



about Swift. lf this is adulation, one would expect 

Landor to have commented more extensively elsewhere. 
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Robert Lewis Stevenson, apparently caring nothing for 

what posterity,would say about his omission, said nothing. 

As one looks back over these comments, he notices a 

strange parallelism between what these people have said and 

what· Dr. Johnson had ·said several decades before. They like 

··Swift, as did Johnson; they admire his rhymes; as did John

son; they are rather uncertain about his word choice, as 

was Johnson. Perhaps the very magisterial quality of 

Johnson's Lives of the Poets would be enough to frighten 

off any nay-sayer •. There is no doubt that Dr. Johnson did 

command a vast amount of literary influence and he, like any 

outstanding literary, figure, was not above ponderous,~ 

cathedra pronouncements. 

Is it not rather strange that a man of the importance 

of Jonathan Swift, the man who is now included among the 

greatest of literary figures of all of history -- the great-

·est in satire -- could be so shunted aside? .For seventy-one 

years -- from the time of Lives of the Poets until English 

Humorists.of~ 18th Century (1851) -- no major attention 

was devoted to Swift. And then in 1851 when Thackeray pub

lished his English Humorists, Swift was finally exhumed • 

. These lectures, as Dodds states, "on; Swift and Fielding are 

the most famous of all, and in each case Thackeray helped 

to set the tone which was to remain fixed in the pu'blic 



mind and to be the admiration and despair of subsequent 

judicial critics. 1111 

· About Steele, another subject of the lectures, Dodd 

. states that 

-Thackeray likes. Steele's respect for·women, and 
his tenderness towards children, the-sweet 
naturalness of his writing, and his reckless 
good humor. There.is, however,. something a 
.little condescending in his praise of Steele. 
He delights to honor him but finds·it neces
sary to excuse·him at length. He gives·us 
too much of the 'poor Dick Steele' business •••• 
Thackeray had no intent to damn by faint 
praise, nor d6es he, but he almost .damns by 
forgiveness.12 

This is µot the problem faced in the lecture on Swift. 

Swift's writings for the most part are neglected, and all 

of Swift's shortcomings,.real and imagined, are paraded 

for all to see. · One can go through line after line-of 

English Humorists and find-Thackeray castigating Swift: 

"l think I would rather have had a potato and a friendly 

9 

word from Goldsmith, than have been beholden to the.Dean 

for a guinea and a dinner. 1113 It is not that Goldsmith. was 

a favorite of Thackeray's, for he later states in a letter 

to·a friend.that he intends to show Goldsmith for the poor 

pere;on that he was. In.this-lecture on'Swift, Thacl,{eray 

suggests-that because·Swift held his familydevotions,with 

such-secrecy that the guests were never-aware of them, 

.Swift either did not actually hold them or that .he held 

Catholic services, for he goes on.to state that:Swift's 

· friendship ·with Bolingbroke . and Pope w a·.s, ·of· Swift's own 



choosing; and they all must have had "conversations ••• 

which would not bear to be repeated at other men's 

boards. 1114 

10 

·In a particularly flamboyant section of his sipeech he 

asks rhetorically 

Ah, man! ••• What made you to swear to fatal vows, 
and bind yourself to a life-long hypocrisy be-

·fore the Heaven which you adored with such real 
wonder, humility, and reverence? For Swift's 
was a reverent, was a pious spirit -- for Swift 
could love and could pray.15 

Then in the next paragraph Thackeray states, "It is my 

belief that he suffered frightfully from the consciousness 

of his own scepticism, and that he had bent his pride so 

far down as to put his apostasy out to hire. 1116 As for 

Gulliver's Travels, Thackeray considers that a reader must 

admire the "humour and conduct" (whatever that is), but 

"as for the moral, I think it horrible, shameful, unmanly, 

blasphemous. 1117 In A Modest Propos:a1 Thackeray says 

that,Swift "enters the nursery.with the tread and gaiety 

11 18 of an ogre. 

Dodds states that for Sterne "only a small part of 

that looseness will Thackeray attribute to the times, so 

much freer than those of the Victorian ladies and gentle

men who were listen:in.g to the lecture. 1119 For Swift, 

apparently, Thackeray will not allow even that much • 

. Thackeray himsel;f. attributes his dislike.of Swift to some

thing else. In·a letter to James Hannay in 1854 he gives 

' his apparent reasons: 



••• and.as for· Swift, you h,aven't made me alter 
my opinion. I admire, or rather ·admit his 
power as much as you do; but I don't admire 
that.kind of power·so much as•l did fifteen 
years ago, or twenty shall we·say. -Love .is 
a higher intellectual exercise than hatred; 

. and when you get one or two more.of those 
young ones you write·so pleasantly abotJt, 
you'll come over. to the side of the ~and ways, 

.I think, rather than the cruel ones. 

Thus,.there.is the problem: is a great work always 

a great ·Work? Or does each generation determine the 

greatness of different .literary pieces? .If• great work 

11 

of art.is always great, there is an anomaly in the Roman-

tic and Victorian rejection of Swift. Because of the 

revival of interest in Swift during the twentieth century, 

it is possible that we of this age have many things in 

common with·Swift --·appreciation for ribald satire, 

.aversion to extremes, a goodly amount of cynicism, appre

'ciation of the common, exact word, and so on. If the 

revival of interest shows a closeness·of relationship, then 

conversely the Victorians apparently felt no such kinship, 
\ 

.even if they claimed they.did admire,and appreciate Swift. 

By·a study of the backgrounds of the Age ·Of Swift and 

the background of the nineteenth century, .I hope to be ·able 

to draw.some useful conclusions·as·to why Swift was not a 

.writer whom the Victorians truly admired or honestly.liked. 
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THE TWO AGES 

Swift and His Age 

From the preceding criticisms, one can see that Swift 

was not attuned to what the Victorians wanted their writers 

·to say, and yet for his own age he was accepted as a man of 

his times. If one moves back to the eighteenth century, to 

the time of Swift, he finds that what·. Swift had to say was 

not what the Victorians wanted, needed, or enjoyed. Yet 

· Swift was writing just as much for his age and for his 

contemporaries as Macaulay, Thackeray, Arnold, Carlyle, and 

others were writing for theirs. 

· Swift's age accepted him, with reservations of course: 

they accepted his style~ his philosophy, his intellecte 

Churchman or not, it was in the seventeenth century tradi

tion, as Anthony Collins pointed out in Discourse concern

ing Ridicule, that even the most reverend and eminent 

divines sanctioned and used"lnsult, Buffoonery, Banter, 

Ridicule, Irony, Mockery and bitter Railing. 111 One could 

imagine that many of these more eminent divines may have 

let the position and prestige of their offices hold their 

pens in check at a certain point short of open nastiness; 

12 
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but this:was not the case with.Sw;i.ft. He was a satirist, 

and he was• satirist in an.age that understood his 

methods:of attack. When he had a point to make, he made 

. it -- ·regardless· of his 1:S"osi tion of clergyman, and the 

majority. of his contemporaries accepted his method of 

presentation, although once ,again one must admit, with 

reservations. 

Although' ~wift was a high churchman, this was·of no 

special consequence to·him nor tb his contemporaries·who 

read or utilized h,is writings. ·Although he was "o;t:ten an 

embarrassment both to the Church.and to the Tories," as 

one of his contemporaries:said, he was.still "one of the 

greatest Droles.that .ever appear'd upon the Stage of the 

World. 112 For· his' age,.Swift was•just as·widely read as 

was Dickens of the netxt century. Although Dickens may 

have ·had his tens.of thousands·of readers,.Swift bad his 

thousands-- and his thousands were·those .in power. As 

a matter of fact, when.many.of his books were first pub

lished in Dublin,· they were quickly pirated by the London 

.publishers·and reprinted; and this pirating included many 

that were spuriously attributed .to him. 3 

·When Swift :attacked the·Moderns in The Battle of the 
. . -- ----

Books, he had the·support of the majority.of the learned 

men of· his· <;lay,. even. though some of th.em may have ,held 

.. reservations : c.once:rning the crudity of some · of his 

attacks. · .. When in A Tale of a ·Tub he attacked those who 



would pick tb,e church and state apart, he had.the sup

port of those in power in both.church and state. In 

~ Battle of the Books, in addit;i.on to sati~izing the 

"hack" moderns of his day, he wished."to expose the 

numerous corruptions in religion and learning which 

~ight furnish matter for a:satire that would be useful 

and diverting. ,,4 

Later, in the last years of Queen Anne's· reign, 

,Swift was·at.the very height of b,is political powers 

when he·was what might be called.the publicity manager 

·of the Tory party •. Perhaps·he was not universally 

loved .. -- as· one critic· says, you cannot. love . an oak 

tree·-- but he·was respected;. and even more.important, 
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he was listened .. to by ·an attentive audience. Whether he 

·was hated by the opposition or openly courted by his own 

party, hewas·a man of tremendous ,influenceo Asmen-

tioned before,.hewas a churchman, and being a churchman 

he had certain ecclesiastical duties to perform. This 
'-

did not affect his triting when his political or basic 

·moral philosoph.ies:were involved. ·Although Archbishop 

· King may have ,reminded him to write ,on subjects: "suitable 
. . . '5 

to his calling," ·• Swift would still use crudity, to get 

his points across to those .:whom he· needed. to impress. It 

was not·a matter of.writing.something aesthetically beau-

tiful1 it was a matter of expeqiency. One·can equate 

·almost any propaganda with this line of th.in~ing: it is 
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not .a·question of trying to show people the·magnanimity 

of one's mind, one's toleration of the opposite ·side.of 

· a question, or one's true ·sympathies· on an issue; it is 

a matter of focusing attention.on a certairi.viewpoint. 

,In,the "Preface" to A'Tale ,of a Tub when·Swift 

speaks of. a, "large Pederastick<School.," the scatological 

aspect was of no import:ance. · What: Swift meant to do was 

to cut, and to cut .deeply,.what .he felt to be·corruption 

.. in education. · When in. "Section :IV" Swift crudely attacks 

the Catholic church by satirizing their sending of papal 

bulls to offending kings, he does ·so because he believes 

· that ::Catl:;tol:ics are a danger to the Church of England. 

When·Swi:ft .speaks of the· 11 Modern·Wits" as having a 

."highly c1:Llebrated talent" of "deducting: Similitudes, 

Allusions, and Applications, very Surprising, Agreeable, 

.and Apposite, from the Pudenda of either.Sex, together 

with their l)roper ·uses.," he· was not using obscenity for 

~ts pleasurable·usage. It is more a use·of "nastiness" 

in the hope. that.theslime·would attach itself to his 

objects·of satire. Incidentally, many Augustans ·utilized 

t.his -as. a standard method of attacking not on,l.y Catholics, 

butanyobject of their dislike. 

·· From the }?receding. material, one can see that Swift 

. in his:· age ,was riot. untypical;._ but .when one starts -to 

read .. that :which was published . in· the Victorian age· as 

compared.with that;which-Swift wrote, he gains·thedefin-



i te, il}lpression that .there ·was ·very little in- Swift .that 

·:would .. appeal to the Victorians. 

Victorianism: The Background 

It-should be clear ·to any man who does much reading 

in the two radically different .age~ -- the early decades 

of the eighteenth century and the middle decades of the 
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nineteenth -- that England had changed. Any-knowledgeable 

reader recalls.that .. the political and industrial revolµ-

tions began in the latter part of the. eighteenth century. 

It was not,-however, until the fruits ·of the far-reaching 

legislation of 1828~35 began to be tasted that the middle 

·class.came definitely_ into its own •. England in the time 

of· Swift was rather rational, highly aristocratic,.and to 

a degree static;,England in the middle of the nineteenth 

. century·. had become .. · more. emotional, more. middle class, and, 

to a greater degree, progressive •. Th,is·~w·middle class 

·of the nineteenth century wanted new.power, or, as Houghton 

·states· the case, "weal th·· and outraged pride" demanded equal 

social and political power. 6 

And .not only did the new middle class want equal power, 

but they_wanted their writers to reflect.the new age and 

the n~w.beliefs thattheir·ascendancy had-brought to the 
·, 

scene. . Again , and again in reading comments by · and concern-

ing_the Victorians there are those omnipresent .words, 

written over·and over: earnestness, duty, optimism, 
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anxiety, perfectibility, dogmatism, and morals. · One 

should nbt make the mistake of t~inking that these appar

ently conflicting terms are found only in Victorian times 

-- that would be an error. The same emotions and beliefs 

can be found in any age if one looks only half carefully. 

However, in the Victorian age one has the feeling that 

these terms become.of paramount importance, for they give 

strong indications·of the Victorian.frame of mind. 

After one does reading in this era only a little 

beyond the surface, he realizes that these terms stand out, 

for this wks an age of transition far greater than any 

other age in history has ever undergone.· The Victorians 

of 1830 were men who were born into one age with one set 

of seemingly permanent values; and they grew up in a 

rapidly changing one •. These were men who were born into 

an age when a man of birth was considered far above any man 

of wealth, no matter what the poverty or immorality of the 

former or the wealth and uprightness of the latter. These 

were men who were born in an age in which the real wealth 

· of·any man was land; and who grew up in an age where a 

wealthy, middle-class individual was able to buy and sell 

hundreds of the "landed gentry." These·were·men who were 

born into an England in which the Anglican Church spoke 

for the country, and yet a majority of the populace was of 

non~Anglican background. 

It was, indeed a time when old beliefs were dying and 

new ones were·yet to be formed. Although Englishmen had 
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always felt the equal to any man, the Reform Bill of 1832 

had stated that there were obviously class differences. 

Now, however, the middle class also had the franchise. The 

aristocrats who for so long had managed to hold the middle 

class out of power were not to be trusted. After all, it 

was.only through the very real danger of rebellion that the 

aristocrats had given up such a degree of their power. 

Therefore, the new age could not turn to them for enlight

enment. The Established Church was not the answer, for it 

was still controlled by the aristocrats, and besides it was 

not the church of belief of many men. One could not turn 

back to the·Greeks and Romans for advice·(although some 

tried), for it was obvious that trains and steamships and 

mills were not compatible·with those two cultures. It was 

·an age dominated by science, new knowledge, new criticisms. 

Somewhere along the line of intellecutal thought Swift 

had lost communication with the Victorians. . One could, .. in 

all probability, trace the paths of intelledtual, political, 

. economical, social,.and education history -- to mention 

just a few -- and tind the slow changes of beliefs from one 

ageto' another. That would be manifestly impossible in a 

paper of this nature. Among the Victorians, however, there 

are three rather broad categories of belief that apparently 

hold a few of the keys as to why Swift was not understood, 

not liked by the Victorians. 

Among these are optimism, anxiety, .and intellectual 

characteristics •. These·qµalities in.the age as contrasted 
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with such qualities in t:Qeage.of Swift and with that which 

.Swift wrote should give one a better·understanding for the 

eclipse of Swift. 



CHAPTER Ill 

OPTIMISM 

I 
/ Perhaps optimism in the Victorian age had its beginnings 

in the Renaissance, that is in the Baconian idea that each 

age·builds·on the body of truth found in the last. To this 

idea the utilitarian philosophers of the early Victorian 

age felt that the effect of external circumstances might 

well be able to shape for the good all of man's environment. 

!And this belief in the effect of external circumstances 
\ 

· led to optimism in all things. There was the belief in per-

fectibility, .an assurance that progress would take place, 

the fe.eling that science could be the answer to all of man's 

problems, a belief that England was rapidly rising to the 

·heights that all civilizations aspired toward. Agai~, if 

these external circumstances might well be able to·shape for 

r 
the good all of man.'s environment, then man should utilize 

! anythirig at hand in order to better his conditions -- wise 

laws, democratic government, and universal education until 

the millennium. This was the Utilitarian creed of Mill and 

Jeremy Bentham and Malthus·and llartley, .and it meant 

In politics, an almost unbounded confidence in 
the efficacy of two things: representative 
government, and complete freedom of discussion 
a .••• In pi sy,9hology, . his· fundamental doctrine 

20 



was the formation of ill human character by 
circumstances, through.the universal Prin
ci~le of Associationi and the consequent 
unlimited possibility of improy;i.ng the nibral 
and intellectural condition·of mankind by 
education.I 
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This·bel;i.ef in progress was shared by others, almost all 

of the others·of this time,. as a matter of fact. Carlyle 

·states 

Find ijankind where though wilt, thou findest 
it in·livihg movement, in progress faster or 
slower: the·Phoenixsoars·aloft, hovers with 
outstretched wings, filling:~arth with her 

· · music;. or, . as now, she :sinks, and with spheral 
swan-song_immo~ates herse~f in flame, tha~ she 
may soar the higher and sing the clearer. 

And .. one can . go on. and on· with various other ·writers · of the 

time who,.too, felt that this was an age of progress, an 

age of optimism~ an age of p·erfectibili ty: 

Because evil and wrong-doing and darkness are 
. acknowledged .. to be effects of causes, sums of 
conditions, ternis ·in.a- series, they are to be 
brought.to their·en.d, or weakened and narrowed, 
by right .action:and endeavour.3 

And-W. l{. Clifford .states·that· 11 Those who cp.n read the s;i.gns 

of the times. read in.them that the·kingdomof Man is at 

Hand. 114 And it was felt that only a matter of time was 

needed to cure·all diseases, stamp out all immorality and 

evil; man-would become perfect. Darwin 11.imself stated 

that evolution:"worked solely by and for the good of each 

being, .all corporeal and mental endowments will tend to 

progress towards perfection"·to·a utopia. 5 One can see 

· th.is underlying_·. belief of perfectibility! One· hundred 

.years later·would make no difference •. They felt it would 
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comeo And t,his is one time that we can agree with Thack-

· eray that:.Swift would indeed come in "with the tread·. and 

gaiety of an ogre" on prophecies such.as these, for per-

fectibili ty was not o'ne.· of the shrines where· Swift wor-

··spipped. In,A Tale.of a-Tub Swift -squashes :the idea of -~ - ·- .,---. 

perfectibility with his 
' 

For Health is·but one·Tb,ing, and has-always 
been the same,. whereas·· Diseases are by · the 
thousands, besides new and· daily Additions; 
So~. all the Virtues .that :hav~ been ever in 

·Mankind,. are.to be counted upon a few 
·Fingers, but his Follies and Vices are innum-
erable, . and Time adds b,ourly to the Heap o 

It is easy to understand that-Swift is not a believer in 

progress •. T. B •. Macaulay, one of the most popular writers 

of the age, felt.that the English are 

the greatest.and most highly civilized people 
.that ever·the world saw,. have spread their 
dbminion over every quarter of the globe ••• have 

. created .. a maritime power. which would annihilate 
in a quarter of· an b,our the·navies of Tyre, 
Athens, Carthage, Venice, and Genoa together, 
have carried .the science of healing, the means 

·of locomotion and correspondence, every mech
anical art, every manufacture,.every thing 
that promotes the convenience of life :to a 
perfection:which6our·ancestors would have 
·thought magical. · 

In ·short, :he felt that "the his~ory of England is emphati

cally.· th.e history· of progress." 7 · This· very· "Establisl1.ment 

of New· Empires" so lauded by Macaulay was prophesLe d also 

by ·swi:ft in ·"A Digression on· Madness." 

The very same·Principle that influences a Bully 
.·to break the Windows·. of a Whore, wh.o has jilted 

h.im,. naturally stirs up · a Great Prince ·. to Raise 
-mighty Armies, and dream of iiothingbut·Sieges, 
Battles .and Victories. 
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/ ' 
/' One can see the very antithesis of Swift in almost each 

part of Macaulay's series, especially when one recalls 

Gulliver's "Voyage to Brobdingnag." Gulliver has just 

finished telling the king of the Brobdingnagians of all 

of the greatnesses of England; the king has a hearty laugh, 

strokes Gulliver gently, as if amazed that man _could be so 

material, and observed 

••• how contemptible a thing was human grandeur, 
which could be mimicked by such diminut i ve 
insects as I: "and yet," said he, "I dar,e 
engage, these creatures have their titles and 
distinctions of honour; they contrive little 
nests and burrows, that they call houses and 
cities; they make a figure in dress and 
equipage; they love, they fight, they dispute, 
they cheat, they betray. 

Later when Gulliver has yet another audience with the king, 

he is asked for more details of his country and replies 

much as the king suspects he would. Then the peroration of 

the Brobdingnagian king brands Swift as anti-perfectible 

for all time: 

But by what I have gathered from your own 
/ relation, and the answers I have with much pains 

wringed and extorted from you, I cannot but 
conclude the bulk of your natives to be the 
most pernicious race of little odious vermin 
that nature ever suffered to crawl upon the 
surface of the earth. 

Also, the recently cited passage by Macaulay is reminiscent 

of the "Voyage to Lilliput" wherein Gulliver is asked to do 

the very things that Macaulay threatens England is capable 

of doing. Gulliver is asked to "annihilate ••• the navies of 

Tyre" but in this instance, it is Blefuscu, the enemy of 



Lilliput. Gulliver-Swift .finds a pretence for not doing 

so, and as a result is sentenced to be blinded. 

Too, the"science of heal;i.ng" was foreshadowed by 

.· Swift with the comment from Chapter VI of "A Voyage to 

·Brobdingnag." 

But besides real diseases we are subject to 
many that .are only imaginary, for which the 
physicians have invented imaginary cures; 
these have their several names, and so have 
the drugs that are proper for them. 
,/ 
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/Admittedly, the Victorians were possessed by the feel-

ing of optimistic nationalism which weal th and pciwer · can 

give to any nation; as a matter of fact, one is very 

strongly reminded of Amer:i ca of the 1960 's when he reads 

that there was "a vulgar enthusiasm for sheer·size·and 

quantity -- bigger populations, longer lines of railroads, 

more tons·of coal --·which Arnold .ridiculed in Culture and 

8 Anarchy." The belief in the twin gods of business and 

science coupled·for·bigger and better things, leading 

toward optimism and perfectibility of ma~was again told 

by Macaulay and believed by the·majority of the Victorians 

when he stated that"every improvement of the means of 

locomotion benefits mankind morally and intellectually.as 

well as materially," because it "not only facilitates the 

interchange-of the various productions of nature·and art, 

but tends·to remove national and provincial antipathies, 

and to bind together all the branches of the great human 

family. 119 One could imagine what Swift would have had to 
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say·about the·above quotation,.especially how "locomotion" 

improves. the "intellect." But it was· not only Macaulay 

who felt. th:i,.s ··way. The same feelings were given by other 

·major figures·of the age, including Coleridge, Arnold, and 

.. Carlyle· -""". al though· they were more discriminating, more 

· rebellious. against the obvious materialiam of Macaulay, more 

perceptive · as · to where. this course may be · leading · mankilld ; 0 

Progress and science, however, were equated in the 

Victorian mind to a great degree. And it is in this very 

area,.i.e., .science, that Swift's ideas were·qqite incom

patible with many. Victorian feelings.·· Swift's apparent 

·anti-science.is evidenced most ·strongly in "A Voyage to 

Laputa" wherein he appears ·to attack all science·and any 

form of "speculation." 'This·segment·of Gulliver's·Travels 

is·often criticized as being ·the weakest part of the book • 

. It appears, though,that one·should not interpret this 

·section:too·quickly. Agreement with,Swift is possible if 

the reader·thinks of Swift as·satirizing the perversion of 

science, not science per: se. The food-from--feces, ice-to

gunpowder, roof""".to--foundatio.n, paint-mi!xing-by-the-blind 

experiments that Guliiver encountered ip his third voyage 

·are familiar to all. It must be remembered that the 1726 

scientific methods were a far cry from those ·of. the· m.id-

eighteen nundreds. 

One can very easily_rationalize'Swift;'s apparent anti-

·science·when he understands ·some.of the rather misleading 
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experiments that were carried on under the auspices of the 

members of the:Dublin Philosophical Society. As·Ehrenpreis 

states,, Swift .''need not have learned of" some of the rather 

· speculative experiments from this·. society "but that they 

. were available to h.im many years before he· embarked upon 

·his great literary enterprises·is certain. 1111 ·some-of the 

rather strange undertakings·of members of this society were 

as follows: Allen:Mullen, M •. n •. of Trinity, .was quite fond 

o;f experimenting on dogs. He-once·"pumped eighteen ounces 

.of water into the thorax of one, and found that it grew 

.. short-winded. 1112 Into· another he "injected an infusion of 

opium mixed.with brandy andwater; the dog died. 1113 ·For 

·some·rather·strange ·reason Mullen also "fed a die to a dog: 

'he kept it in his body twenty-four hours, when it came out 

it had lost half its weight, but retain~d its cubical figure 

·most accurately,.and every point on each side. ' 1114 One 

·• would have to admit that: Swi;ft was . anti-intellectual con-

cerningsuch scientific experiments, but as Ehrenpreis says, 

"to a nature as order-loving as.·· Swift's, the· m.iscellaneous 

.enthusiasms-of half-baked experimenters·would by contrast 

seem a jungle. 1115 Seen in tll.is light, Swift's api;>arent 

hostility to science is, to say the least, understandable. 

/ Wp.at the pe;rceptive reader of "A Voyage to Laputa" 

should perceive· is that·:swift' s attack. here is double-edged: 

not only does he inveigh against .those perversions of man as 
. I 

.· a rational. animal, but just .as· strongly does he say to the 
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reader,:. "Do not be . too credulous!" The· overly credulous 

man is not a thinking man. He is a man who cannot dis-

tingt1ish between.that which is merely ingenious and that 

which. is of lasting greatness, i.e., the difference 

between perhaps-the discovery of-a principle and the 

·application.of it .versus the many gadgets·· that come 

thereof. 1Perhaps to be·honest with Swift one should say 

that he •• was being anti-intellectual, but with reason. If 

we.recall, _in-"The Digression Concerning Madness" Swift 

satirizes theshallow·thinkers, the credulous persons, by 

· stating that "Credulity- i-s a more· peaceful Possession of 

the Mind than Curiousity, so far more preferable is that 

Wisdom, which converses about the·Surface, to that pre

tended Philosophy which enters into-the Depth of Things 

fl He goes on to say in his most celebrated passage that . . . 
the really wise man skims·all knowledge.from the surface 

· and achieves. true "Felicity, called, the· Possession of 

being~well-deceived;· The·serene·Peaceful State of being a 

Fool among Knaves." 

Swift possibly would.have been correct in his esti-

mate of "progress through science" idolized by the typi-

cal Victorian, for on\.e ·of_ the most significant -aspects 

of this optimism through belief in science is· that the 

Industrial·Revolution·owed.very little to 
scientific -theory. The great inventors·--
Watt,-Stephenson, Arkwright, Hargreaves -
had had little mathematics and less science. 
Their inventions were·almost entirely empir
ical; .and.the 'sciencd often praised by the 



practical men is simply the art of mech
anical contrivance availftble to anyone 
with an ingenious head. 
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For instance, Stephenson, who, when asked how he managed 

to invent all of his machines, stated that by imagining 

all of the various parts in their various positions and 

by"dint of trying, he hit upon the practical combina-

t . 1117 1on. "Practical combination" becomes a key in this 

phrase, for it reflects the utilitarian philosophy of the 

Victorians, and the practicality of their philosophy; and 

such experimenting to find the correct combinations is 

the object of some ·Of the most amusing of Swift vs satire. 

ln A. Voyage to Laputa~" one finds exactly this kind of 

-speculative learning being attacked. At the Academy of 

Lagado one entire side of the academy had been set aside 

''to the advancers of speculative learning. 11 Among some 

of the more classical .experiments was the "Stephenson" of 

Lagado, who was by "dint of trying" to hit upon the prac-

tical combination of words, phrases, and clauses uto 

piece together ••• out of those rich materials to give the 

world a complete body of all arts and sciences." Gulliver 

gives his "humblest acknowledgement to this illustrious 

person for his great communicativeness" and promises to 

give the professor full credit for the invention upon ever 

reaching England. 

Now, at the risk of over-simplification, or by a leap 

from one mountain peak to the·next, try to imagine the 
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Victorian.optimistic belief in perfectibility, progress, 

and science all wrapped together in· a single mind and then 

bring in Darwin's so-called "discovery" of natural evolu-

tion. If one did believe in an age of change, of progress, 

then.the compatibility of Darwin's belief was an orderly 

adjunct to other beliefs which were not too critically 

analyzed. If man had come from an amoeba, to fish, to 

mammal, to monkey, to man -- then, if tllis were true, the 

end need not be man as he was known at that time. Could.it 

not be just as effectively argued, or if not argued, 

believed, that it ·was but a short distance to complete per

fection? 

Without going into religious·beliefs·of the time, let 

us assume that we as Victorians do believe in progress and 

in science; it is almost a corollary that we are in a mech-

anistic universe, one in which human progress takes place 

regardless of wiJiat we as individuals do. To put it another 

way, if we are to progress technically, we do not need to 

apply the principles of human progress: they are ordained 

by outside forces,and we move toward perfection in a biolog

·ically mechanical manner with no volition on our part. As 

Spencer argued, men would more and more resemble a social 

animal than a predatory one and "Progress, therefore is not 

an accident, but a necessity •••• As surely as there is •••. 

any meaning in such terms·as habit, custom, practice" so 
\ 

surely must ."evil and immorality disappear;·so surely must 

man become perfect. 1118 
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It is in such passages as these that a writer from a 

distance runs the most dangerous risk of research: he runs 

the risk of criticizing out of context or the doubly dan-

gerous risk of taking to task a philosopher who stands in 

considerable esteem for all of history; however, without 

attempting to criticize what Spencer wrote, let one take the 

average reader of the time and assume that that person has 

not read - Spencer, but only felt, even if only vaguely felt, 

that man is capable of perfection. Just call it the spirit 

of the age, or the character of the people! This is the man 

who would care nothing for Swift. It is such a man as this 

-- the one who takes these grand concepts of evolution and 

social Darwinism and tries to telescope them into his own 

little epoch of history that Swift would have denounced. 

If he be not the nse:re n e, Peaceful ••• Fool among Knaves," 

he is at least the optimistic fool for being so overly 

credulous, for being such a top-skimmer. / For, as we see, 

Swift was not optimistic. He was not optimistic about pol-

itics. He had served and he knew his fellow men too well. 

In Chapter VI of "A Voyage to Laputa" he states that 

Every senator in the great council of a nation, 
after he had delivered his opinion, and argued 
in the defense of it, should be obliged to give 
his vote directly contrary; because if that were 
done, the result would infallibly terminate in 
the good of the \ public. 

And this should be done because 

The bulk of the people consisted wholly of 
discoverers, witnesses, informers, accusers, 
prosecutors, evidences, swearers; together with 



their several subservient and subaltern in
struments; all under the colours and conduct 
of ministers of state and their deputies. 
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/ Nor was he optimistic about religion, for "we are taught by 

the tritest Maxim ••• that Religion being the best of Things, 

its Corruptions are likely . to !Je the worst." He had the 

fear that the enthusiasm and zeal of the Dissenters were an 

absolute corruption of the Anglican philosophy of God. He 

was not optimistic about wisdom with age, for he had the 

Struldbrugs to achieve great age but with it senility, greed, 

filthiness and "The least miserable among them appear to be 

those who turn to dotage, and entirely lose their memories. " 

He was not optimistic about brotherhood, for he had the 

Yahoos bickering, cheating, and fighting -- unable to set up 

more than a most rudimentary form of civilization. He was 

not optimistic about lawyers~ doctors, sailors, mi n isters , 

scientists, ladies-in-waiting, nor almost any other person 

or occupation. / It was not that man was not capable of 

reason -- he was; it was that man absolutely refused to b e 

rational. Man inevitably let his fancy "run away with his 

Reason, which I nave observed from long Experience, to be 

a very light Rider, and easily shook off." 

Even immortality was a transient thing as far as Swift 

was concerned, and as much as he himself wished to write 

the history of Queen Anne's reign in order to be remembered, 

he felt that time would treat all men in a rather cavalier 

manner, just as Posterity makes short shrift of the surface 
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· writers.·of his age, so perhaps·will everything man does be 

·remembered only fleetinglyo 

The Originals were posted fresh upon.all Gates 
and Corners of Streets; but returhing in a 

. very few .·Hours to take a-Review, they were all 
torn down, .and fresh-ones:in their Places. 

i{e had .no great .love-of life, no feeling that man would 

ever, perhaps could ever become better. In.the letter·to 

·. Sympson appended to Gulliver's··Travels one finds that the 

culmination of anti-optimism, anti-perfectibility, .anti

progress is hammered home·by.Swift. ;He·gives no false 

·hopes to his readers, no up-lifting_of the·spirit, no 

reason.to think·that tomorrow will ever be the least bit 

better· than: today or· yesterday~. 'Man is full of brutality, 

.. degradation, and meanness. One wonders· with what frame of 

mir:rl · Swift finished his most amibitious undertaking. 

I do in the next place complain of my·own great 
want of judgment, in being prevailed upon by 

•the entreaties and false-reasonings of you and 
some-others,.very much.against my own opinion, 
to· suffer my Travels to be published. -Pray 
bring to your Mind bow-often I desired you to 
consider, ·. when you insisted on the Motive of 
publick Good; that the Yahoos ·were a species 
of. animal· utterly ·incapable·· of Amendment by 

·Precepts·or Examples: And so it hath proved; 
for initead~of seeing a.full-Stop.put to all 
Abuses and Corruptions, at least in this little 

·Island,. as· I had .. reason. to expect: Behold, 
.after·above six:Months·Warning, I cannot learn 
that my Book hath produced one single effect 
according t.o my Intentions: ••• A.nd, it must be 
owned,. that seven:Months were a sufficient 
Time to correct every Vice and Folly to which 
Yahoos are subject; if their Natures had been 
capable o;f the•least 1 Disposition to Virtue or 
\Visdoni. 
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One·can conclude the optimistic viewpoint of the Vic

torians· with fhe,full belief that .it would be·most unusual 

for the· masses, especially,the new middle class which·was 

rapidly coming to the fore, to find any kinshiJ;)with either 

· Jonathan Swift or his time. oSwift was ·.:n.0. optimist, not a 

progressive, not a man after the Victorian frame·of mind. 

I.nstead, and here may bea key_to the lack of kinship, 

· Swift did riot believe in progress·· a,t. all,. at least not in 

progress-in the same way that.the Vi.ctorians did. Swift, 

.one feels, is more like h,is patron,.Sir William Temple,· who 

believed in .. "cyclic c.hange but not in progress. 1119 Swift's 

mind was turned . to the earlier part :of history, . to the 

· ancients. 

The industrial and scientific revolutions of the late 

·eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries tended to change 

man's·ways of· thinking.· No longer need man.to think that 

he was born, lived, and diedo .There was a feeling that 

· science had changed all of that. Man had great things 

ahead of him and he who d'id· not. think so· was obviously, to 

many Victorians, out of the· main stream of thought. ··Swift's 

·attitudes on;optimism are there for all to read, and h,is 

attitudes are basically negative, at least to Victorian 

interpretation. (He had no place in this new age·so dom ... 

inated by a··belief in, the ultimate greatness of man~ 

And. yet this· very belief by the Victorians that .essen-

tially things·were optimistic, that all ,as wellJ ran cross 
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current to another stream.of thought. This was the under

lying anxiety of the age. Ironically, the optimistic 

belief in.progress·and perfectibility through science was 

the basis· for th.is apparently dissimilar characteristic of 

the age. 



CHAPTER .IV 

ANXIETY 

Although anxiety is not considered a characteristic as 

·important as are·some other aspects of Victorian ijociety, 

it does. play a main .and a most illuminating part.in the 

understanding of·· the ~_ge · and its relationship to the one 

preceding·it. Anxiety, however, is·one of those ·rather 

intangible qualities that weave their way through the strue-

·ture of society, touching all fromcommoner·to aristocrat; 

yet we find few.except the most famous who have bothered to 

say exactly_.why they felt as they did. 

The reasons·for the anxiety of the Victorians were 

almost the very same ones that caused their optimism; there 

was the feeling of progress, but those who doubted tended 

to call it revolution; there ·was optimism and a belief in 

perfectibility. through science, but there,was the fear that 

man was becoming only a cog in a mechanistic world. And 

the combination of progress and science raised grave doubts 

when they tried to,rationalize the two with the Bible. 

Revolution 

First, there -was the fear of revolution. Both Burke's 

Tb,oughts·on·the French Revolution and Paine's Rights of Man 
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exerted aprofound influence.on the educated classes dur-

1 ing the last part -0f the eighteenth century 0 Burke with 

his one-sided conservatism and Paine with his democracy 

each presented the rights of man as he saw fito And the 

''Conservatism of that day made no claim to be allied to 

Democracy." lt stood for "the balance of the constitution 

between•King,.Lords.,.and Commons." On the other·hand., 

Paine -~.aimed i'that all power was derived from the people, 

and.that the government by a properly representative 

chamber should be at once established. 112 As one critic 

said, speaking complimentarily of democracy.in that age·was 

almost the same as speaking well of communism in the twen-

tieth century. In early 1793 when England went to war with 

the Jacobin Republic., the average man on the street thought 

of Republicans in .. the vein of Paine as being .· "people in red 

caps of liberty·intent on beheading the good old King and 

setting up a ragged republic of sans-culottes. 113 Of 

course, after the Reform Bill of 1832, the liberals were no 

longer so radical, but still the aristocracy felt unsure 

of the lower classes~ and because the bill now enfranchised 

the middle classes., they too were now interested in the 

status quo. They did not want a democracy such as the 

the United States hado They were quite satisfied with 

·limited male suffrage. Even.Macaulay regarded universal 

. suffrage with "dread and avers;ion" because it was "incom-

patible with property, and ••• consequently incompatible with 
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civilization." In his speech "The People 1 s Charter" (1842) 

Macaulay said that the first thing that a democracy (and 

by this he meant universal manhood suffrage) would do if it 

came to power "will be to plunder every man in the kingdom 

who has a good coat on his back and a good roof over his 

· head. 114 

The Reform Bill of 1832 was passed, but it of course 

did not give· the vcffe- to the working classes. In 1837, . a 
\ 

commercial depression threw many_out of work and the Chart-

ists· (so-called because-of a doc,ument called.the People's 

Charter) demanded six popular legislative changes: ''annual 

parliaments, universal manhood suffrage, equal electoral 

districts, and other reforms ~qually extravagant at the 

5 time." Macaulay once again predicted that some day in the 

twentieth century the u~s~A., a democratic country, would 

go under a military dictator or·go.to communism. "And to 

make these possibilities the more disturbing, the Victor-

ians were-quite sure that democracy was inevitable, sooner 

6 · or later." What was · most disturbing was that there was 

the real fear-that this would be accomplished by revblu-

tion. It would be brought about by such radical journalists 

as Cobbett, Cobb, and Carlile. 

How would Swift have fared during this time of social 

upheaval? Not too well, one would have,to admit. Swift, 

. like Macaulay, was not a:.believer in democracy, but he was 

a believer·in certain forms of revolutiolJl., especially a 



revo:J,.ution against t.hose guilty of tyranny., and it was 

only_through his personal power·and friendsllips that he 

was not in trouble·almost all of his life. In a t1Letter 
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To .. TheWholePeopleof Ireland" of theDrapier's Letters., 

Swift openly advocates.revolution 1 but he,does it in a 

most .clever· manner. As·heso.carefully states., some people 

say that ·:"we are· grown ripe· for R.ebellion" but it is not 

true; we·would never be-called rebels"for not suffering 

our·selves·to be robbed of all that we have, by one obscure 

iropmonger.n All of the time.that-Swift.is fomenting·a 

sense of being wronged in ti.le Irish people that is·, 

fomenting reyolution---·he· is just as loud·in h,is 'yeas' 

when it comes to talk about .. loyalty to England.. Swift says 

that he is:norebe.1, but that people of Ireland absolutely 

will not take the Wood's coinage; but rebel never! 

·could Swift have ·gotten away with this in 1837? In 

all probability; he· .could have.,. but he would have been 

just as harsllly damned as were Cobbett, Cobb., .Carlile., and 

other·radical writers. during:the age of reform. 

And this fear of. :tevolutionwas reflected in the Vic

torian literature: in.Disraeli's Sybil., which has-the 

Chartist background of 1837-44,. there is the "Two Nations" 

feeling: 

·"Yes.," resumed the younger·stranger·after a 
moment's-interval .. "Two nations; between whom 
there ,is no intercourse·and no sympathy; who 
ar'e as. ignorant of each. other's· habits, thoughts 
and feelings •••• " "You speak of--" said-~g;re
mont, hesitatinglf. 11THE 'RlCH AND THE POOR. u7 
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There was no love between those .. in power and those· with no 

power. In·. Kingsley's, Al ton Locke there was· the fe~ling 

that 

The yop.ng men of the labouring classes were 
I tp.e cads J 1 1 the snobs J 1 1 the blackguards j I 

looked on with a dislike, contempt, and fear, 
.wh;ich-they·were not backward to return ••• 
The old feudal ties :between class-and class, 
employer-and employed, had been-severed. Large 
masses·of working people had gathered in the 
manufacturing districts .in savage independence. 
The agricultural labourers h,ad been debased by 
the· abuses ·of the ,Old Poor-law ••• Then arose 
Luddite mobs, meal mobs, farm riots,.r-i-ots 

·everywhere; Captain·Swing and his rick-burners, 
Peterloo 'massacres,' Bristol conflagrations, 
and all the ugly sights and. rumours which made 
young lads 1 thirty or forty years ·ago 1 believe 
(and r1ot so wrongly) that. 'the masses' were 
their natural enemies, and that they might have 
to fight, any year, or any day, .for· the safety 

·of the;ir property and the honour of their 
.. t 8 sis ers. 

Here without· g·oing into all of. the details· of· the· above ·was 
J 

the fear behind the Reform Bill of 1832. Trevelyan says 

·that~the last revolution was that of 1688, but incipient 

riots on.a .near national scale, and open riots ·on_ district 

·scale· were· commonplace; and the fear of revolution was in 

·the·hearts-of·a11 of the middle -class and the -aristocracy. 

Jnstead of Paine with his·revolutionary ideas or Cobbett 

with h,is,.let .one put Swift with h.is Drapier's Letters into 

the same era. In all. probability he ·would have been hated 

for·as much of a-rabble rouser·as·the before- ·and above-

mentioned agitators,. a very apostate to his class, another 

·of those-fellows ,who quite-obviously -was stirring up 

;trouble and who should be dealt with summarily. It was 



not so much-that Swift would have-especially_liked the 

masses; his opinions.of them were quite low. But he 

seemed __ to have -an -almost congenital weakness when he 

-noticed a usurpation of power. -- It would matter not 
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whether-the person attacked were his·patron, Lord Temple, 

or the Irish of his country. He·seemed to enter·a fight 

just.to-see if he could come off winner-against a Lord 

·wharton, .a.Ldrd Carteret, or-an-entire ministrye 

At.N~fwich in-early_ 1841 the Society for the Propaga

tion of the Gospel in Foreign ~arts held a meeting, and the 

Chartists:tried to takeover-the meeting, a common.Chartist 

tactic. There ·were cries ,of· '~e want •ore bread and less 

·Bibles,.more pigs and less parsons!" The Times reporter 

states that one Mr. Crofts stated .. that: "You complain of the 

,rich,. but you could not live -without them." (Cries of "Oh, 

yes., we-could; give,us the land and we will try. 11 ) ·Another 

-Chartist cried _about the c:lifference between -the slaves. in 

-the West Indies and the English-workingman. "I am a slave 

,to the classes-above me ••• I work hard, and cannot get food 

.for myself and children ••• ! am whipped in-the belly,.while 
. 9 

the black slave was only beaten on his fat back." The 

. Times liked to point out. "drea!t'y, . unfeeling aspects of the 

new poor law·of 1834 -- that 292- ounces of food were-albtted 

weekly to a convicted felon.in the penitentiary tnd 145 

ounces -to an -.able-bodied man, in a union· worknouse. 1110 One 

is strongly reminded of ! ·_Modest Proposal wherein Swift 



states that '' ••• this Food will be somewhat dear, and 

therefore very proper for Landlords; who, as they have 

already devoured most of the Parents, seem to have the 

best Title to the Children." 
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It was generally a time ·Of trouble, and the feeling of 

revolution was always in the air. In November·of 1839 a 

mob was subdued only after being fired on by soliders; in 

1841 there were more mass meetings from people wanting 

relief from the ups and downs of the business cycles, drunk

enness was much on the increase. Throughout the decades of 

1830-1850 one can find one dreary instance after another of 

people meeting to solve their · problems but have the meet

ings turning to mob rule. All of these things were most 

unsettling to the Victorians. 

then one is worried about revolution in his back yard, 

he feels no compelling necessity·to add any more radical 

nay~sayers to the list. 

Industrialization: The Fear of Mechanical Man 

Too, there was the anxiety caused by the growth of the 

industrial society in which the Victorians found themselves. 

Gone·were the idyllic·days of life and leisure where each 

man had his niche in life -- the aristocrats with their 

land, the shopkeepers with their small businesses, and the 

laborers on their farms. Each man had a sense of identity 

. in the E;ngland of the early and middle eighteenth century, 
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but by mid-nineteenth century the revblution had moved 

entire populations from their static country lives to the 

dynamic li.fe of the mill towns. As Houghton states, "Most 

of the men were artisans and laborers. Their grueling 

toil, often for wages barely sufficient to keep alive, 

their constant fear of UIJ.employment, the slums in which 

they existed, form a record of suffering unparalleled in 

the history of the working class. 1111 By the end of the 

century there had been some alleviation made due to the 

rise of trade unions, but the spirit of laissez-faire was 

too strongly felt at mid-century to do the average man any 

good. 

Any legislative remedy was precluded by the 
triumphant laissez-faire doctrines of the pol
itical economists, those part~al students of 
Adam Smith. Only increased prosperity ••• could 
.,.mitigate the general misery ••• and this could 
best be obtained by granting to everyone engaged 

· in economic activity, to buyer and seller, 
employer and employee, absolute·f2eedom to 
pbrsue his individual interests. 

When Lord Ashley was trying to get the Ten Hours Bill 

passed through parliament, there was outrage on the pirt of 

some of the opposition •. Lord Egerton had the "fear that 

the peculia~ bend of the back, .and other physical peculiar-

ities requisite to the employment, cannot be obtained if 

children. are initiated f!.nto the collieries] at a later· age 

than twelve. 013 There was the fear that dropping the hours 

of labor to only ten a day would cause a flight of capital 

abroad and ruin the British manufacturer •. Too, some of the 
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good samaritans wanted to know how a family_ could live if 

the ch_ildren. and women . could not worko · Ashley was accused 

of taking.bread out of their mouths. Ashley,was the man 

who caused such _testimop.y as "We began .at five o',clock on 

,Monday morning and went on to Tuesday night at nine" from 

a seventeen-year-old who had gone to wbrk in:the woolen 

mills when hewas nine; or the testimony of a man who saw 

cll,ildren as young as seven go to work at dawn and come 

· home at ten and eleven after seventeen or-seventeen and 

one.::..half hours of labor; or·the testimony of fathers who 

· ruptured themselves: lifting coal onto the backs -of their 

·children. ·Ashley was·one of _the more-enlightened men of 

his day. Could one imagine ! _Mddest: ·Proposal. of 1842 

instead of 1729? .And what would have been the reaction? 

Ashley was a member of the house of lords. Aristocrat 

though he was, he was damned by industrialists, bishops, 

and some of hisfellow·lords; hedid, however, manage to 

get his bill- passed. . As. some· of his testimony was read to 

parliament, tears. came to the eyes of many of the members, 

and eventually he swayed enough v·otes. Exhortation is 

much-different than lashing. Pleading is much different 

. than cursing. Child lal;>0r and poverty were · serious sub

jects to the \Tict.orians and as they were serious· subjects, 

levity would have been.unheard of. Ashley may have been 

-too timely, too upsetting, too meddlesome -- but his pre-

. sentation -was the· proper ·one for the Victqrians. ·A _Modest 



Proposal for the alleviation of harsh child labor laws 

would have been a most egregious error to men of this 

frame of mind. Levity to the Victorians was bad enough, 

but levity on such subjects would have been considered 

reprehensible. The Age of Wit was dead. 
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And it was not just the working man who felt the new 

strain of making a living, for "throughout the whole com-

munity we are called to labour too early and compelled to 

labour too severely and too long. We live sadly too fast." 

But one had to work, for the big worry was "failure." And 

all who have read Vanity Fair, David Copperfield, The Mill 

on the Floss, and many, many other novels of the time 

realize the overlying, brooding atmosphere of the fear of 

failure, the fear of sinking lower in the social scale. 

/ No people like to be reminded of their social climbing, 

their desire to be somebody. But Swift cared nothing for 

those who tried to raise themselves by court intrigues. 

Even though he himself was guilty of this very thing, one 

has the feeling that in Gulliver's Travels he satirizes 

himself as much as he does any man. All have read of the 

dexterity of the ministers and people at court in the 

"Voyage to Lilliput" wherein certain candidates "cut a 

caper on the straight rope" in order to rise at court. 

There is also the satire of the blue, red and green threads 

and the candidates who "sometimes leap over the stick, 

sometimes creep under it backwards" in order to gain f avor 

15 
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at court. In this section aimed at all sycophants~ there 

is a decidedly unpractical approach. All men who wish to 

survive must resort to certain amount of bending of the 

kn~e, but no one wishes to be reminded of it. Each man 

gains his colored thread in the way most compatible to his 

nature, and the Victorians, although they knew satire, 

were not comfortable with irony. As far as they were con-

cerned in their ·anxiety, they realized that their new age 

had created a new life with problems that were yet to be 

solved. Irony solved nothing. Swift was perhaps no more 

unsettling than other critics, but his method of presenta

tion was not compatible to Victorian sensibilities. Living 

critics have to be met; dead ones, however, can be ignored. 

Religious Anxiety 

Another cause for anxiety among the Victorians was 

religious doubts, stemming quite obviously from an attempt 

to rationalize science and the old beliefs. In his " Char-

acteristics" of 1831 Carlyle ·states that "our whole 

relations to the Universe and to our fellow-man have become 

an Inquiry, a Doubt; nothing will go on of its own accord, 

and do its function quietJy; but all things must be probed 

into, the whole working of man's world be anatomically 

studied. 1116 He then goes on to worry about wealth to the 

masses with the corresponding poverty, famine, and unem-

ployment. And in succeeding paragraphs states that t he 

"Spiritual condition of Society" is "no less sick than the 
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Physical. 1117 And that religion has fled to the point that 

even "the most enthusiastic Evangelicals do not preach a 

Gospel, but keep describing how it should and might be 

preached." In short, religion is "more and more mechani-

1 1118 ca. Carlyle was ·worried about religion; it was too 

mechanical. 

By 1831 when Carlyle had written his "Characteristics" 

decrying the mechanical aspect of religion, perhaps emo-

tionalism in religion. had run its main course, bu t duri ng 

its growth there was enthusiasm to spare. The rise of 

emotionalism in religion from the time of Swift through the 

early part of Victorian England was a phenomenon of the 

age. And with the rise of emotionalism came the rise of 

other social-religious feelings: duty, earnestness, self-

improvement, and self-discipline. The corresponding 

anxiety that stemmed from the failure of a person to adhere 

to these beliefs gives one a better insight into the 

religious character of the age. 

John Wesley started his movement from a small society 

in Oxford which believed in private prayer, visitation o f 

the poor and needy, and a strengthening of religious feel-

ing and piety • . From the ·attacks Swift a nd others made on 

it, one can see how the movement was first received, 

especially by the upper classes. The power of this sect 

was the profound influence it had in its appeal to the 

masses, and this, of course, gradually improved the overall 
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moral tone of the country. This also becomes important as 

it concerns how people think and feel~ The Established 

Church, by the laws of nature, could not remain the same. 

For any action, there must be a reaction. The Evangelical 

Revival took place in the last of the eighteenth century 

and a feeling of religion swept over the country. Thus, 

Methodism and the Evangelical Revival it had caused forced 

the established church ••• [to] recover the 
spiritual character which it lacked earlier 
in the century. By the closing years of the 
century, religion held a place in English 
life which rendered England impervious to the 
wave of scepticism that swept over ·so many 
parts of the continent in that period.19 

The very thing against which Swift felt so strongly 

had taken place. The Anglican Church -- the High Church of 

Swift -- had lost its real authority. The Dissenters 

occupied many positions of power. It is almost as if the 

"prophecies" of! Tale of~ Tub had come true: the very 

men whom Swift had attacked for their abuses in religion, 

abuses in education~ abuses of reason were now the most 

populous in England. Those endowed with "Bombastry and 

Buffoonry" were now to sit in judgment on him who had 

judged them so harshly. 

In order to understand better the moral outlook of 

these people, one must examine their religion a little 

more closely. "Their beliefs were at bottom evangelical, 

but they were not confined to low churchmen. They were 

shared by high churchmen and by non-conformists, and they 
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were common also to all classes of society."20 There was a 

profound belief and an almost universal one of "literal 

acceptance of the Bible and in a future life of eternal 

bliss or woe, 1121 the perfect religion for those of Puritan 

background and of the working class • 

. A man's future reward or punishment was deter
mined in part by his faith, but above all it 
was determined by his conduct • . so nearly uni
versal was this point of view that it imposed 
upon all alike a code of moral conduct which 
could be broken only at the risk of strong 
social disapproval. Duty, self-restraint and 
self-improvement were regarded as outstanding 
virtues.22 

And not only did the people believe in a literal inter-

pretation of the Bible: they thought religion, lived 

religion, and bought religious works ; but i t was the 

cruelest and most gloomy religion one could imagine --

stern, uncompromising and cheerless here on this e a r th i n 

hopes of something better only after death. In addition t o 

believing, they also bought religious matter. I n t he Lond o n 

Catalogue between 1816 and 1851 o f the 45,000 lis t ed books , 

no less than 10,300 were on divinity. 23 One can quite eas-

ily equate self-improvement with the purchase of religious 

books. 

In 1841 the Established Church was the dominan t one 

in power, prestige, and wealth, although i n all p r obabili t y 

it was only 1ip service that was paid to it. The Evangel-

ical branch wing of the Established Church probably had 

many more f ollowe r s i n practice tha n i s s hown b f t he roll 
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cards. They, much like thei~ Dissenting brothers, held to 

such doctrines as "salvation by faith in tbe atonement of 

Christ and the literal interpretation of the Bible. 1124 

Also like their Non-conformist brothers, "they abhorred 

the theater, dancing, and card playing, and above all the 

use of Sunday for ·anything except strictly religious pur

poses.1125 One can see that self restraint· was highly 

emphasized. 

The growth of the Non~conformist sects was another of 

the phenomena of the age: 

In 1800 the Wesleyan Methodist Church had 
90,000 members; in 1850, 358,277 in Great 
Britain alone. In 1812 the Primitive Meth
odists ••• had 200 members; in 1850, 104,672. 
In 1850 one out of every thirty-four people 
in the nation was a Methodist • . In 1851 the 
number of Methodist meetinghouses in the 
country was 11,000; Independents (Congregation
alists), 4,244; Baptists, 2,789; Primitive 
Methodists, 2,871; Established Church~ 14,077. 
Dissent then outweighed Conformity. 11 2° 

And yet to be a Dissenter, as it was in the time of Swift , 

was considered d6class~, even though more and more of the 

middle class were joining. However, in the mining and 

manufacturing towns Dissent was the strongest. In many o f 

the pits of the South Staffordshire mines, prayer meetings 

were held every day -- usually with the express consent o f 

the masters, for if religion "did not teach you the way to 

improve your condition in this vale of tears, at least it 

helped you to bear your lot without complaining. 1127 Dut y 

and earnestness, without being "unmanly" about problems, 

were high virtues. 
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With all of this literal interpretation of religion 

and God came the Oxford dispute of mid-century and "Oxford, 

the Anglican hierarchy, and all breeds of Evangelicals and 

Dissenters were soon in full cry. 1128 In short form, the 

Oxford dispute arose when John Henry Newman in 1833 pub-

lished the first of the Tracts for the Times, of which he 

ultimately wrote twenty-nine. Basically the ideas behinq 

them were to startle the clergy into an awareness of their 

spiritual responsibilities. They emphasized the dogmatic 

element in English orthodoxy, the Apostolic Succession, a nd 

the dangers of Lati tudinarianis.m. "Tract 90," the most 

celebrated of the publications, attempted to show that "the 

Articles of the Church of England were as capable of a 

Catholic as of an Anglican interpretation. 1129 Although 

Newman quite clearly pointed out that he was thinking of 

the Catholicity of the Primitive Church and not necessari ly 

of the Roman Catholic Church, the storm broke. 

Newman joined the Catholic Church in 1845. W. G. Ward, 

a disciple of Newman's, went also. Pusey and Keble, two 

other figures in the dispute, stayed with the Anglican 

Church but were silenced. The importance of the Oxford 

movement was that it ·Showed that anti-Jacobinism was still 

strong in England, that the fear of the Catholic Church 

was as real as ever, and, just as important, "The rton-

conformists gained from every successful attack upon 

A 1 . . · 1 1130 ng 1can pr1v1 ege. The "canters" whom Swift had sat-
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irized were more and more becoming the powers of England. 

And at the same time that people were being called 

upon publicly to practice their religion, those people who 

tried to live a pure life were dismayed with the ideals 

which they found put to practice. Even George Eliot, a 

convert to agnosticism, could not forget her Puritan back-

ground. F. W. H. Myers tells of her feelings in a walk he 

once took with her, and 

she, stirred somewhat beyond her wont, and 
taking as her text the three words which have 
been used so often as the inspiring trumpet 
call of men -- the words, God, Immortality, and 
Duty -- pronounced, with terrible earnestness, 
how inconceivable was the first, how unbeliev
able the second, and yet how peremptory and 
absolute the third.31 

At another time she said she could not rid herself of a 

mind ''morbidly desponding, of a consciousness tending more 

and more to consist in memories of error and imperfection 

rather than in a strengthening sense of achievement. 1132 

One sees that the ·strains of Puritanism die strong, even 

in agnostics. Or again, we may take Disraeli who "like 

Carlyle, believed that man was made 'to adore and obey.' 

Hence the importance of the Church, by which Disraeli 

means the Church of England -- 'if the Church were to be 

destroyed, Europe would be divided between the Atheist a nd 

the Communist.'" Both Conformists and Non-conformists 

took their religion seriously. 

One could well imagine that those who professed a 

literal interpretation of the Bible would have f ears a s 



well as anxiety about their future state. 

The favorite Evangelical texts tell their 
own story: 'The Lord our God is a consum
ing fire, even a jealous God.' 'Depart 
from me, ye cursed, into everl.asting fire, 
prepared for the devil and his angels' 
'Because I have called, and ye refused; I 
have stretched out my hand, and no man 
regarded; but ye have set at naught all my 
counsel, and would none of my reproof: I 
also will laugh ·at your calamity; I will 
mock when your fear cometh; when your fear 
cometh as desolation, and your destruction 
cometh as a whirlwind. ,n34 

This contrasts rather sharply with the low pitch of the 
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Anglican serm . n of the days of Swift. Many biographers tell 

of their subject's having religious nightmares when such 

preaching went on. And yet with the very height of reli~ 

gious fervor was the before-mentioned pervading spirit of 

optimism and belief of perfectibility; the belief that 

science would cure all of the ailment and ills of t he world; 

the belief that man was an evolutionary creature. How 

could a God who would burn all sinners in everlasting hel l 

fire be rationalized with evolutionary man as a small part 

of a mechanistic universe? "I.t was in truth, the mal du 

siecle. 'We live in an age of visible transition,' wrote 

Bulwer Lytton, 'an age of disquietude and doubt ••• To me 

such epochs appear ••• the times of greatest unhappiness. "'35 

And, as Lytton said, if they were living in an age of tran-

sition, then something new must be taking the place of some-

thing old; and the direction toward which the scientif ic 

minds forced them to turn evoked an uneasiness hard to 
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settle. Hearkening back to the spirit of utilitarianism, 

one can recall that man was a product of a mechanistic 

universe. This the rationalizing men might say would lead 

only to the Utopia of tomorrow, but "most" Victorians felt 

the same horrified shock which Charlotte Bronte recorded on 

her reading of the Atkinson-Martineau .Letters on the Laws 

of Man's Nature and Development: 

It is the first exposition of avowed atheism 
and materialism I have ever read; the first 
unequivocal declaration of disbelief in the 
existence of a God or a future life I have 
ever seen. In judging of such exposition and 
declaration, one would wish entirely to put 
aside the sort of instinctive horror they 
awaken, and to consider them in an impartial 
spirit and collected mood. This I find it 
difficult to do ••• If this be Truth, man or 
woman who beholds her can but curse the day 
he or she was born.36 

When one looks back to the eighteenth century, he fi nds 

that there was not this anxious fe-ar of God or of the fear 

of man's ultimate end. Both in religion an:J politics there 

was the feeling that everything was settled. Everyone had 

his place in life and his place in an after-life. During 

the early part of the eighteenth century Locke's ideas on 

politics dominated the scene, but to a lesser degree so d i d 

his religious philosophies. Although they were for the most 

part rather liberal, Locke's idea on religion and govern-

ment was that the jurisdiction of government concerns 

itself "only to civil concernments. 1137 He further felt 

that it was not the government's concern to worry about the 

truth of beliefs , but only f or "Safety . and security of the 
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commonwealth and of every particular man's goods and per-

sons." To those who objected that some religious beliefs 

may be harmful, he felt that "atheists should not be tol-

erated, nor Roman catholics ••• though to their purely 

religious beliefs he would be as tolerant to Roman cath-

38 olics as to ·any." It is interesting to note that per-

vasive though Lock's spirit may be concerning religion, 

in 1753 the Marriage Bill was passed that enacted that no 

marriage was valid unless solemnized by an Anglican church-

man after the banns had been cried for three successive 

Sundays in the parish church. The exceptions to this were 

the royal family, Jews, and Quakers~ but not Dissenters nor 

Roman Catholics. And this was passed well after Swift's 

death and long after he had done any effective publication; 

obviously, Swift's ideas still had some life long after 

Swift was n~ longer a force to be reckoned with in govern-

ment policy-making. 

Too, the proportion of conformists to non-conformists 

· was quite a bit different in early eighteenth century 

England as compared with the figures for the mid- n ineteenth 

century. In 1676 the proportion of conformists to non-

conformists was 22·:·1 and for conformists to papists the 
. 39 

ratio was 178~1. Although there were no accurate figures 

for the last part of the seventeenth century, Clark states 

in The Later Stuarts that there was no great change. One 

could easily see that Swift not only would have had a great 
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majority of the people on his side - - especially the aris

tocracy, and they were all that counted -- who were pro 

Church of England, but he would also have had the tremen

dous backing of the Established Church itself. 

Although England still had the Established Church in 

the nineteenth century, during the early eighteen hundreds 

the Church meant much more. During Swift's time, clergymen 

often were given their livings as a matter of political 

preference. Although many of the clergymen were quite pious, 

many spent their lives giving a sermon on Sunday and that 

was about the extent of devotions. Church preferences under 

Anne were basically Tory in nature and then under George I 

were Whig. Keeping this in mind, that is, the pol i tical 

nature of the appointments, most scholars realize that 

clergymen of that age were almost of necessity poli t ical 

in nature it was a part of the times. 

Religion was rather a formal matter to the men of t he 

eighteenth century. Swift and others did no t hesita t e to 

take up any challenge that religion should be a ny t hing mor e 

than was taught · by _the Anglican Church. Swift, i n an age 

of reason, was only too quick to challenge the deistic 

assertion that formal religion was unnecessary. To Swif t 

religion was intellectually essential. However,_ it was 

not a religion for the masses. It was a religion for the 

consensus gentium. For in an age governed by common con

sent, the consensus of educated opinion was respected. 
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Actions were not governed by moral right or wrong as much 

as they were governed by whether the actions ·were decorous 

or proper. Swift, like many other men of the age, felt 

that "a good commonsense religion ••• and no questions 

40 asked" was needed. Enthusiasm in religion was as 

strongly disliked by ~wift as speculation on the ·why's 

and wherefore's concerning God. 

One can almost feel the radically different theolog-

ical climates, one assured, the other searching. Both had 

their writers, but the method of defense and attack on 

theological matters was quite different. If one will 

recall almost any theological discussions of the Victorian 

age, he will agree that, for the most part, the arguments 

are, in the main, rather lofty. On the other hand, Swif t 's 

method of attack was different. 

Swift was a wit, a satirist in an age of satire, a nd 

"The almost total absence of successful satire in Vict or-

ian poetry is less remarkable than the lack of tragedy or 

of heroes, but ~tis none the less significant and char-

t . . ,.41 ac er1z1ng. It appears that satire is usual l y writte n 

by someone who has a very firm grip on what he believes to 

be right and wrong; too, his audience must share thes e 

beliefs or else the effect of the attack i s lost, a nd just 

as ·important,the audience must have a feeling of kinship 

in method as much as in content. "It was not only that 

the Victorians did not write poetic satire, they appe a r to 
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have been ideologically opposed to it. 1142 One finds that 

there was a definite hostility. to "derisive mockery, and 

to wit.and ridicule in general. Th1, 1 of course, is 

anathema to ·'earnestness,'" because wit is·asign·of lev-

ity, "reprehensible in·the face of a.social crisis, and 

outright .immoral if it dealt with things· evil. ,A3 

Obviously, a man who is. ·unsure · of himself cares not for 

ridicule;.when one is least assured of himself, he does 

most often: lose his temper, or "When old beliefs·are being 

.questioned .. and no new· ones have been established, the 

modest man doubts and the presumptuous ·man dogmatizes. 1144 

Underlying both of these, of course, is·anxiety • 

. The above ,statement, however, does need some qualifi-

cation. . One should not make the .mistake· of thinking· that 

the Victorians were completely without humor·or satire. 

''The Victorians· knew.· satire· and. liked. it; humorous exagger-

at.ion they delighted in; tears w.ere · a benediction to them • 

. But irony ••• left them uneasy. Blacks and whites were·more 

comfortable than grays. 1145 They felt that 

the 'good' man, . whether as person or· artist, 
is one· who rec·ognizes the beauty ·and greatness 
of hu.man nature and therefore is. filled with 

· the 'g-ood' emot,ions of admiration, . love and 
hope.· The 'bad' man or· 'bad'· artist sees only 
what is dark and ugly .and thus expresses the 
. 'bad' emotions of captious ·cri t~icism, mockery, 
.or ·scorn instead of· admiration; · anger or· hatred 
instead of love; ~loomy despondency and pessimism 
instead of hope. 4. 

Herein S.wi;ft .is the. 'bad' man, the ·writer ·of. 'cap

tious cri ticifi)m, mockery ,and· scorn • ." · When one .turns to 
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Swift in one .of his most famous religious pieces, he finds 

·. "An .Argument To Prove that the Abolishing of CHRISTIANITY 

IN, ENGLAND, may. as Things now stand, be· attended with .. some 

inconveniences, . and perhaps not produce those many good 

.· Effects ·proposed thereby." Here· the II gloomy despondency 

and pessdmism" is given full· reign by S;wift. . As Rosenheim 

states, .the basic belief behinq "An Argument" is, "When .a 

man's Christianity lies only in a name, .what better def.enses 

than these ,can· he produce ag,ainst its destructiono " 47 One 

c·an go through piece· after piece by Swift and find this 

· very same idea being· hurled at the world, sometimes .in 

anger, .sometimes in scorn, sometimes with invectives; but 

the·cha1lenge is always there,.defying an answer. 

In retrospect, one finds it rather·ironic, but the 

,ve·ry :th_ings about which .the Victorians were anxious were 

the·verythings that bothered Swift. Where ·Swift attacked 

those ,who would tear down :the church and state, the Vic-

torians were living examples ,of men who had lived through 

.this tearing-down. . Where· Swift satirized progess. that 

d.idn' t know its ·direction, . the Victorians were both at the 

' same ·time proud of and fearful of that very·aspect of the;i.r 

own.society. ·Where·Swift excoriated progress, .science, 

and optimism, .the Victorians embraced all three; and yet 

in their·embracing,. there ·was the fear that all was not 

what it should be. 

In eonc1usion,.even if it-were not for the scatology 

or the ir,ony, the Yictorians'would not h,~ve enjoyed Swift's 
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comments on religiqn, for ·as.Ruskin said, each man dis-

trusted his own religion and his neighbor's.so much that 

it was unwise ·to·ask any penetrating or ·searching questions 

,on religion, for "we shall, in nine cases out of ten, dis-

c·Qver h:im to be· only · a Christian in h,is own way, and as 

far ·~s he. thinks proper, and that he doubts of many things 

which we ourselves do not bel.ieve strongly enough to: hear 
I 

doubted without danger. ,AB 

Swift wou,ld have been judged just as any other· writer 

·of the times, 

since the smallest moral failing no less than 
the greatest were considered so much evidence 
of a dangerous state of the soul, .the Puritan 
judgment did not try_ to weigh them on the basis 
of any relative seriousni§S• They ·were con
demned outright ~s evil. · 

As will be found later in Arnold's writings, the Victorians 

looked at the parts, not the :wholes: and.Swift's writings 

out of context are obviously immoral. And out of context, 

Swift's pers.o:ria 's comments on religion rank· as the most 

intolerant of athe_is,tic pronunciations. In religion Swift 

was not a man after the Victorian frame of mind== not in 

fundamental belief nor in method of present:ationo 

Thus one has the anxieties of the age: the ·fear of 

revolution; the .fear of man becoming mechanical in. a ·scien-

tific world.; the fear of religious doubts. Perhaps satire 
I 

is like .comedy;. i~ e., .it does not wear too well over· the 

years. It is t:oo. topical, too much a part of an age; and 

when it does ·wear well, it is too often overly sharp. Its 
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avowed purpose is negation, not affirmation. When one is 

in doubt., he·wants_answers that can give him a -touchstone., 

a place from which he can reconstruct some ·semblance of 

sanity in.an apparently meaningless·world. 

If satirists in general -- andsSwift in particular 

were not the- :answer, . then who were the men to whom the 

Victorians turned? ·The answer to that is found in the 

writers of their own:age to whom the Victorians.did turn 

for ·succor, for opinions, for enlightenment. 

cl 



CHAPTER V 

lNTELLECTUA;L ATTITUDES 

Practicality: A Contrast of the Two Ages 

:During the Victorian era there was more rapport 

between the intellectuals and the business and professional 

world than perhaps ever before in .the history of England, 

for the traditional authority of the church had broken down, 

the aristocracy n<> longer had the power·or influenGe; and 

yet the business man of the time wanted to be informed, he 

·. wanted a touchstone, as any man does wh9 is uncertain of 

himself in times of turbulence. Because of this uncertainty, 

the large ,public who were living in their age of anxie.ty, 

doubt, and fear looked to the literary prophets for·their 
. ' 

guidance -and reassurance that all was for the best .in this 

best of all possible·worlds. The-picture was still very 

much man in search of himse.lf,. still an. attempt by the 

-newly arrived and the newly emancipated to find a place for 

themselves in the overall scheme .of things •. Nevertheless, 

.they wanted their-writers to reflect a "practical., culture, 

.and. this many writers did. 

Houghton quotes a critic -in .the Westminster Review ·of 

1835 who quite seriously asked ."how the universal pursuit 

61 
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of literature and poetry, poetry and literature, is to 

conduce towards cotton spinning. 111 Bentham went so far ;in 

his own philosophy of ·utilitarianism as to state that art's 

· value is. in the amount of pleasure yielded. He felt that 

the·game of push-pin was just as valu~ble as·an.ything else 

if it produced. as ·much pleasure. 'rhis is highly exagger-

. ated, .of.course, and Carlyle, Arnold,. and other intellectual 

leaders rebelled . ag:ainst such obvious mater·ialism·; but this 

philosophy, or rather·the idea-behind it, spilled over 

.throughout much. of the social strata to where quite often 

the average·Victorian's test of value-was the test of its 

utility. They . were very practical men; and as a result, 

their -minds were c·oncentrated on concrete actions; they. had 

no time to·, listen. to anyone, .wrote Mill in. 1833, except that 

he tells them of something.to be done, and not 
only -that, but of something which .can be done 
immediately. What is more, the only reasons they 
will generally;attend to, are those founded on 
the-specific good consequences to be expected 2 
from the ·adoption .of the specific proposition. 

Arnold criticized this tspect of his ·age: 

The Englisbman ·. has been called a politic-al 
animal, and he·values what is political and 
practical so much that ideas easily-become 

· objec:ts .of dislike in his eyes, and thinkers 
. "mi-screants," because ideas and thinkers· h~ve 
. rashly meddled with p.oli tics· and practice. 

Macaulay, the flg_reat ap.ostle of the Philistines, u fe-1 t 

.that the nineteenth century -was the '.age for progress and 

.. that nothing· but :"words, . and more words, and nothing but 

words, had been all of the fruit of all the toil of all 
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the most .renowned sages of sixty generations. ,A 

Carlyle,, Mill, Macaulay,. Thackeray, and hundreds and 

hundreds·of lesser artists not only reflected the spirit 

.of the ·age, but to a great extent moulded it, and mould it 

they cou.ld, for in an era of turmoil in religion and pol

itics, .as Lecky states in Religious Tendencies· of the Age, 

"it·is our·lay.:writers·who are moulding the characters and 

forming the opinions of ·the ·age .• 115 

When one looks back to the age ··Of Swift, he finds that 

there w-as practicality .but not the same practicality_ of 

.· nature. . There is a difference in .consensus gentium practi-

·cality_ and material practicality. One might define the 

writers of the early eighteenth century as hav·ing the 

"elegance, charm, factual negligence and .intellectu~l 

insight" of those such as. Sir William Te,mple .• 6 One might 

-almost say that the 'difference between the Victorian 

wr·i ters · and the early eighteenth· century· writers was the 

difference of being "involved" in .their practicality. One 

has the feeling .that most of the Augustans were ·"elegantly 

cool," .rather "self-indulgent," quite ·."skeptical" in their 

·approach to writing,. as· one ,would expect to find in an age 

of wit,. when· quite often essays·. were the common literary 

m~tier •. During·Swift's :time· there ,was a basic distruct.in 

·. the ·ability of the. "finite -reason" to solve f'problems of 

t ·he . f . . t " 7 . Th . d f tl ~ d h in ini · e. · e i ea .o a gen eman, an , ence a 
! ' 

. learned man, was a man who was compassionate· hut one· who 
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was disinterested. As was mentioned before, the consensus 

gentium prevailed. 

Man still, it must be avowed, finds himself 
described as animal rationale: it is still 
reason that differentiates him from the 
brutes. Reason, furthermore, is uniform in 
all men who are uncorrupted by bad education, 
false religion, or faulty social institutions: 
for 'we are all cast in the same mould.' 
Uniformity encourages individualism in that, 
being the rational equal of his fellowmen, the 
individual may trust his own powers -- the 
lighg of reason should shine undiffracted within 
him. 

Then if there is doubt, that is, that one's powers of rea-

soning cannot be trusted (in religion, for instance), then 

Common Sense is that which one should rely on for his 

answer. Or, as Sherburn further points out, 

( Swift, though he praises reason, prefers common 
sense to intricate reasonings, and like the 
benevolists really exalts the non-reasoning 
aspects of the mind over logic. Ingenious 
and novel imaginings the author of Gulliver, 
like many others of his day, would be loath 
to decry; in his suspdcion of ingenious and 
novel rea~onings or opinions he is typical of 
his time. 

If one examines the two preceding commentaries from Sher-

burn he finds the exact description of Swift in the first: 

the "bad education," "false religion," "faulty social ins t i -

tutions" mentioned are almost a commentary on! Tale of~ 

Tub. It is there that Swift expands a favorite point, t hat 

man is animal rationale but too often he acts as if he wer e 

animal incapax rationis. It is this same bad education, 

false religion, faulty social institution that Swift so 

bitterly attacks and yet attacks as if he were standing o f f 
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ten feet, "elegantly. cool," while his persona carr,ies the 

weigl).t .of the charge. 

In conclusion to the contrast of the two ages, one 

· might make the general statement that the men of both ages 

yere practical, but the men of otie were practical in a 

material, immediate sense; those of the other were prac

tical because of what fellow gentlemen would think of a 

man :wllo relied on·"ingenious and novel reasonings." 

'Swift, . in particular, instead of being emotionally 

,involved, ~as detached -- as one·would expect of a man of 

w;i.t. Just as·the .lay.writers .of. the next century were 

trying.to mould a new .cbaracter·of the·age, Swift was :try

ing to preserve in his·time the old mould; the distinction 

is the frame of mind and method of presentation. 

Re,ad ing Public 

.Just as certain writers reflected the practicality of 

the age, the·reading public reflected this same.attitude 

in .their ·likes and dislikes. , As. some ·writers reflec-ted 

utility, .the public bought that which.taught. As some 

reflec•ted doubt., the public l;)ought that which affirmed • 

.. As it was an age of anxiety, the public quite often bought 

that Which would allow :them to escape. 

W:hat did .the·people of the Victorian age read.?.'. For 

·the most part they read serious material -- as ·was men

tioned be.fore, .much religtous matter; but they read other 
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works on non .... religious subjects also. Macaulay 1 $ History 

in .the first :two .volumes ran. through five editions ·and 

18,000 copies ·within six months -of its.publication. Com-

pare this w.,i th ·2, 500 c-op.ies of· Henry .Esmond during. the -same 

general time. On .the whole, five hundred copies was a 

reasonable sale for a book of reasonable merit, and 2,,000 

copies was an extraordinary sale of a work by a popular 

·author •10 · Adm;i. ttedly, these are not anti-intellectual 

works, but at the-other end of the scale-were ·the books read 

by the masses. To give more of an idea of what they were 

reading as of October •23~ 1841, .one can consult. the 

.·Athenaeum; here, in a list :of one hundred seventeen new 

books listed, "thirty-nine were .on religious subjects, eleven 

.on.poetry,. ten .on. medical subje.cts, .thirteen on travel, and 

sixteeU; :of them were novels,. One .can readily see that 

·there was a preponderance .of rather· weighty matter. 

Now, at the other end of the intellectual scale were 

the streams of l>ilge of . 'edifying' works and. 'gothic' 

novels that quite .luckily have been lost to posterity. 

Some of the titles were Gipsey Bride; or, The Miser's 

· Daughter, The Broken· Heart; or, The Village Bridal, .The 

Black Mask; or, The Mysterious R.obber, Paul the Poacher, 

.Fatherless Fanny;; or The Mysterious Orphan, .The•Man:iac 

Father; or, .The Victim of Seduction .. 

Who was read _by the middle class was good- Martin Tup

per. A Shakespeare·- Tupl)er was n.ot, but he was the poet 
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of the people, the real poet laureate of middle-class Eng

·land. Tupper had a witless facility at banal moralizing, 

but as he was writing for sale, there were apparently no 

tears on his part. His Proverbial Philosophy sold 500,000 

copies in,England and 1,000,000 copies in America. He ·was 

admired by the Queen and her Consort and even made a Fellow 

of the·Royal·Society. One journal of the day, the Specta

to; bracketed him with Wordsworth, .Tennyson, and Browning. 

When one thinks of the original Spectator, he recalls that 

Addison .himself -stated in 1711 that the purpose of the 

pap-er was "to enliven morality.with wit, and to temper w.i t 

with morality. 1111 The newly revived:Spectator of the Vic

torian Age appar~ntly had not quite the discriminating 

audience 0£ the ~ne of a hundred years before. Regardless, 

Tupper was popular; during the Great Exhibition he wrote 

.the. "ExhibitionHymni! that holds such deathless lines as 

12 "HurJ;"ah! for honest Industry, Hurrah! for handy Skill. iv 

. This deathless l:>i t .of inanity was actually set to music and 

printed in twenty-five languages. Apparently it was not 

only . the· En.glish middle.-class who hac;:I arrested mental 

development. 

Tupper did not restrict his imaginative genius to 

poetry: he was also a great moralizer·with such heart= 

piercing aphorisms ·as ivwi th his mother's milk the young 

child drinketh Education. Patience is th~ first great les

son; he may learn it at the breast. 11 '''l'here is no limit 
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to enjoyment, though the sources of weal th be boundless. 11 

"For a good book is the best of friends., the ·same · today 

and torever." "Wisdom is a Fox,.who after long hunting, 

will at last cost you the Pains to dig out. 0 '"Wisdom is a 

.Hen, whose Cackling.we must value.and consider, because. it 

is attended with an Egg." One will immediately notice 

that the: last two maxims given above are from<Swift"sTale 

of~ Tub,and they fit quite :well; the only difference is 

that •Swift was· satirizing exac·tly those people who attempt 

to gain pithy knowledge by such triteness. One can't help 

recalling Swift's "On•Poetry: A1 Rhapsody" wherein·he·sat,-

·irizes Colly C;i.bber, .· the Tupper· of the eighteenth century. 

The importance of Tupper is.that his morality was aimed at 

"home and fireside" and. "buttressed and gave a kind of. rat,.. 

ification to the pious codes·by which middle-class England 

lived. Its b.analities were- simple and unostentatious, its 

soporific·qualities eminently respectable."13 

And _let no man think that this pious code·was not in 

effect. When. Melv.ille 's Mardi was first publisheq it was 

praised by the critics, but·Sir Walter Farquhar· (later 

Lord'.. Sha:fteSibury) ·wrote to Lord Ashley. of the ·Ten Hours· Bill 

fame that Melville,' s books had a tone which.· "is· reprehen-

-sible throughout ••• they are not works that any mother·would 

like.to see .in the ·hands of her daughters, and as such·are 

· not, suited' :to· lie. on the drawing room .table. 014 

This·pious code of the reading public becames quite 

important when one turns ·to Swift's wri t,ings. After ,_Thack-
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eray (and perhaps even regardless of Thackeray) the Vic

torians felt that!Sw.ift was immoral. This is a two-sided 

problem. First1 perhaps a qualification.is necessary: 

· Tupper· was a very popular auth,or, but it is not his popu

larity that needs to be drawn -into the discussion. What ·is 

more -important is that his ideas and method of presentation 

· were to Victorian. tastes. He was a moral man in·. a moral 

age. This is one -aspect of the~problem, i.e., the Victor-

. ians did not feel that Swtft was a moral man or he would not 

have·u$ed such shockingly crude-language. The other half of 

the problem is one of understanding Swift. To the Victorians 

·. Swift must have been immoral not only because of his crude 

language, but also becaus_e ·.of. some· of the things he advo

cated -- abolishing.Christianity, eat.ing children, placing 

men below animals_, . dis.lifing mar_riage 1 . and so forth. 

In .order to be ·unde,rstood, -Swift must be read at 

length, and this the Victorians·quite understandably were 

loath. to do. .Sw.ift, in.actuality,. has a moral feeling _that 

is .. perhaps reflected .. more in his private life. than in his 

more famous publications. -Sir William·Temple, who is quite 

.often considered the figure of graciousness and perfection 

· of the early eigh,teenth·century~ was a man who, like·Swift 

and others, was.-not above using_rather·coarse language • 

. Yet wJJ,ile •Temple's. tolerance ·for coarse words 
and coarse images falls well.below Swift's, 
his relish for ·sexual innuendo appears far 

·stronger ••• And Temple's- lette-rs· not· uncommonly 
_include risque gallantries of r-sort that 
· Swift never permitted h.intself. · 5 
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; This is not an attempt to whitewash: Swift. Rather let.one 
I 

be understanding and realize that it was.Swift's fate to 

be chosen to epitomize everything about the ,age .that 

shocked a later age's sense of propriety. And when one's 

style of presentation offends, and that is coupled with an 

inability to understand the true object of attack, the 

result can be nothing but unpopularity • 

. In turning to selected authors, one w~ll find that 

they, too, reflect the. tal:f:tes of the reading public, some 

to .a greater, .. some· to a -lesser degree. 

Selected Authors: Attitudes 

·Noel Annan.quotes·Leslie·ijtephen·as ·saying "No doubt, 

prudery .is :a bad thing, but it is not s.o bad :as the pruri-

ence of ·Sterne, the· laxness of· Fielding, .the unwholeso~e 

:atmosphere·of'Balzac. 1116 Sir·Leslie Stephen,.who wrote the 

:Life of Swift in .1ssa, is a .rather intere·sting figure.. It 

is a bit difficult to·ascertain whether he -"liked" Swift. 

-Perhaps-it wouldbe·more ·accurate to say that he didn't 

l'd.islike" him. · As Annan·· says,· Stephen had pity for those 

·such· as, Swift. As f·ar :as .. step hen· was concerned, the in tel-
. ,,17 lectual had a "duty to educate his fellow man •. Liter-

ature, therefore, should be a textbook cens.ored for use in 

a c'lass·room. Stephen:' s idea on novels, as was common in 

·Victorian thought, was that novels should "purify and sus-

t.ain the mind." 'Much of the eig,hteenth century in general 
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and:Swift ·in particular would fall short by this criterion. 

Like many Victorians, -Stephen felt that a man's ·life should 

be "manly.'' Stephen, for instance, did· not consider 11 fem-

· inine" as t.he opposite of tq~scu1ine. Instead he thought 

that .!!morbid" was the .true antonym. .As a result Pope, 
,' 18 

.Donne, . and·· Swift we're· morbid, or unmanly. · Stepp.en could 

understand such·an,auth,or ·as:Swift, but that did not mean 

19 · he had to 1 ike him. 

Thackeray, one :of the-more -popular authors of the day, 

also was a man ·of the.times. ln:1860 he became editor of 

Corn.hill ·.Magazine, and his tastes too we.re ,those of h.is age. 

He -once rejected . a, poem by . Mi's •. Browning because it con

tained :"an account. of unlawful passion felt by a man for · a 

woman." - · Orie· can· understand Thackeray, however, for· Tillot ... 

son, quoting- Henry Ja-mes, troin,ts out that certain things 
j 

were·not allowed in Victorian literature, especially such 

. things •as may have to do w.ith :scex .and. love: 

Obviously the psycholog_ical side. of sexual 
· relationships has always be.en part of the per-
· missible, and• demanded ·subj~ct~m.atter of stories, 
but at certain ,times, 'the climate of opinion' 
has ,made it risky -or impossible for - the novel
ist ~o explore the carnal side directly. When
ever - this. proscription· was ,in. force, the 

· novelist -relied on. suggest-ion, to 'give body;' 
as v.i.e might say, to his assurances; .and he did 
not find it difficult -- to· sugge·st pretty well 20 
everything,.certainlyevery-tlling that mattered. 

·Melv.ille's.-Ma;rd), wpich .was mentioned·before, d_oes.have 

some ·suggestions of illicit :love Jn :it, but basically it is 

an alle~orical'riovel w_d;th .rather high _moral did11P:ticism con-
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cerning the vanity of human wishes. But to some of the 

earnest of the· age,. apparently his ''suggestions" to "give 

body" were beyond what was considered proper. 

In 18.66 John Morley, .writing in the Saturday' Review, 

criticized ,Swinburne's Poems and Ballads. He stated, HNo 

language is too strong to condemn the mixed vileness and 

childishness·of depicting the spurious passion of. a putres-

cent imagination, the unnamed·lusts of a stated wanton." 

He goes .on .to say. that Swinburne was "tuning his· lyre in a 

sty," delighting himself ''among the nameless, shameless 

·abominatHm which inspires him with frens.ied delight." 

Swinburne was filling.h.is work "with pieces which many a 

professional vendor of filthy prints might blush to sell .1' 21 

One can't help wondering what Morley would have to say con-

cerningSwift's use of pudenda, excreta, and intercourse. 

Such graffiti would leave Morley rather at a loss for 

words, .as it · appears that the ultimates have already been 

utilized on poor Swinburne. 

Though today they appear to be rather strait-laced, 

one can look to the Brant~ ~isters' writings and find evi-

dences of creativity that were ·frowned on by the· Victorian 

reader. The· main objection was that there was "passion~ 1 

in the writing of the. Brant~ sisters. ''Tliis was Jane 

Eyre's great ;indelicacy in the eyes of her contemporaries 

-- that she loved unbidden and dared avow·her love. 1122 

And yet Charlotte thought that ·An.ne 's Wind fell Hall was 



"a very improper book for·her·litt.le·sister to have 

written. 1123 
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One .can perhaps permit·himself. a:smile as he.reads 

thi.s, especially, if he recalls the ladies of the· eight-

eenth century. The· ladies of Swift's age, no less than 

the men ."distrusted .sentiment." and "disd.ained romance." 

.nijomeo was ·not encouraged either in real life or in 

fiction. 1124 If the Brontl! s:isters · shocked Victorian.· 

· mores, imag·ine t.he reaction of a nineteenth-century. reader 

to what.was considered normal for the eighteenth-century 

·. woman. As: :Eddy. says: 

Ladies. ·secured public· attention, if at all, by 
-adopting the tpne ,of men in their conversation, 
their letters, and their more ambitious attempts 
at:.literature. Susanna Centlivre and Aphra Behn 
~rote-plays no more delicate than the plays of 
Congreve, and less•sentimental than the plays of 

· Steele. Mary Wortley Montagu succei:;sfully, 
.Eliza IIaywood and-Mary Manley unsuccessfully, 
competed with the Wits .. for an audience, and 
adopted the IJ1asculinestyle: urbane, impersonal, 
cosmopolitan, and well-informed.25 

If, however, there was ·a sense of juritanism in the 

Victorian-makeup,_ it was more than compensated for by the 

copious amounts of tears :that a novel could evoke. -Dick

e:ns, ;Who was by far the most popular of all the Victorian 

writers, 25 w,!'..ote for· his-eminently respectable, middle-

- class .. audience. 

But once.protected by.an.assurance ~hat no book 
of a .respected .. author could bring a blush to a 
young _lady·' s cheek, . readers -were quite willing 

. to let· themselves wa.llow in a sentimental car
ousel.. Nor· was this. unbuttoning of the e.motions 
limited t'o the obscure or the ignorant. Forster, 

. Lanqor, a.nd l'om· Hood all wept over· the death of 
Little .• Nell in,The Old Curiosity-Shop. Macready 
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begged .Dickens to save her life .•.•• Daniel 
O 'Connel broke int0 tear.s,. said . "He ·should 
not have. killed her," and threw .· the book 
out the window.27 

·Francis :Jeffrey and Carlyle were :just as .deeply moved~ 

Dickens .··at another time wrote to Thackeray. "l cried most 

bitterly," he wrote•"over your affecting picture of that 

cock-boat manned by, babies, and shall never forget it .u28 

No, it is·no wonder that this was not one of the great-

es·t of cri t;ical ages. And perhaps it was not that there 

·was an. insufficient amount of emotional detachment. .. They 

d.idn't want to be detached. It is not surprising that they 

lacked the calm impartiality of the ideal critic. They 

felt that it was the duty of the writer to be an 'inter

preter' of life~ 29 

And. "interpret" many of t.he writers did, some in an 

·honest attempt to raise intellectual,levels, some ,as merely 

_charlatans. But most wrote ·with. much more assu:r.ance than is 

considered wise. 

Critics :of the Age 

Of all of the Victorian attitudes, one -of the hardest 

to forgive is that of dogmatism -- not only.dogmatism in 

morals, religion, politics,arid .love, but ,also the speaking 

ex cathedra on _matters -of literature. And there was .much 

· dogmatism by any man of autl:J.ori ty dur,ing the· Victorian era. 

The imperious pronoucement of debatable doc
trines·with·little or no argument, the bland 
state~ent of possibilities· as certainties and 



theories.as facts, the assertion of 
opinion·in pbsitive and often arrogant 
.t6nes -- in a word, the·voice .of the 
Victorian prophet laying clown the law 
this.· sets our teeth on edge. 30 · 

One can.:see fr·om the previous ·section what ·the· Vic-
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·. torians ·read, . and one can perhaps ·partially understand why 

they read it. But it is ;difficult for the twentieth cen

tury reader to comprehend why . such e.minent critical. auth:-

orities·could be so dogmatic, at t,imes ·so narrow in their 

outlook. -But one must here.take care,- for if he;is ·too 

misu.p.ders.tanding, he i-s in: line for the same ·cri t,icism 

that is given to the Victorian critics: one, must under-

stand that it ~as the nature of their times to want to feel 

a certain.way. If it is inexp1icable how they could be so 

prudis·h, it was Just as inexp,licable to them how those 

authors of the previous age could be· so prurient. 

But~ as is kno•n, the Victorians believed to a great 

degree in .the infallibility_ of kn()wledge. Even if they 

read Samuel. Smiles' p~pular treatise :Self-Help., which min

imizes genius or-intelligence .or talent ,in favor of ha.rd 

work and persistence, they ,still believed in their heroes. 

Regardles·s of their immersion, in commerc.ial aspirations, 

they s·till did think •.. Regardless of their intellectual 

difficulties,. they·: st.ill read • 

. · As was . .stated ·before'., the critics w.ere just. as much a 

part of the .age as- was any _ man .of the middle class. · W:hen 

one defends'Swift from Thackeray by stating tbat Thackeray 

/ 
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did not unde;rstand the age, he must also forgive Thackeray, 

or if not forgtve, at least understand. He was telling 

the people what they w.anted to hear, as well as what he 

felt was best for them tp hear. 

Many of the people who had had their faith badly 

.shaken by .-Darwin, Utilitarianism, and the Oxford Movement 

turned to Catholicism, but .for many of the others this was 

not the answer, for the Catholic church was still anathema 

and an object of· !'fear and distaste." As a result of this 

doubt in religion, the Victorians turned elsewhere. As a 

result, many of the Victorians who clung-to Protestantism 

·.· looked to literature for· the authority and to the 
writer as prophet •. Men of letters became in 
fact, .as they often boasted they were in theory, 
a modern priesthood, supplying the help and 
guidance, religtous and moral, which the old 
priesthood could no longer provide.31 

Moreover, such men ·as Carlyle,, Thackeray, Arnold, and 

·· Ruskin and others were only too willing to mould the 

· character of the age. When the Victorian critic was asked 

why something was so, he would be only too quick to say 

that it was.so because he said it was so •. When Thomas Ar-

nold was accused of l!arrog-ance of tone" in a pamphlet he 

had written, he rep,lied that since he had studied the 

subject since a child, he·obviously should know more about 

it than those ·who do not study it at allo Ruskin openly 

stated that it was not arrogant to spe~k arrogantly about 

something which he kne~ better than the other people. 32 
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In "Sesame: of King's Treasuries" Ruskin, too, shows 

his .authoritarianism with. "And therefore, first of all, I 

tell you, earnestly. and authoritatively (I know I am right 

in this), you must get into the habit of looking intensely 

at words •••• 1133 · The underlining is.·Ruskin~s. ·. In the same 

lecture (and one is quite c~rtain that it is a lecture in 

every· sense of the word), he .. most pontifically states "Now, 

.in . .order to deal with words rightly, this is.the habit you 

B4 must form." Then when he tells people what to read, 

Ruskin gives his true feelings concerning the average 

English.man's mind: he states tbat when one studies the 

classics honestly on: e w i 11 "perceive that what you took 

for ydur own 'judgment' was mere chance prejudice, and 

. driftedt helpless, entangled weed of castaway thought" and 
· . 35 

that most.men's minds are bogs of thoughtless morass. 

Appareritly be was loved for this style, for he lectured to 

full houselij:l and w~s often interrupted by applause. 

Similarly, Swift would, too, have felt that the aver

age mentality of ~•n at the best was pretty bad. He too 

felt that•"reason is more often the property of the educa

ted few than .. of the illiterate many. 1136 Conversely, Swift 

' would have caustically lashed out against any man wh.o sets 

himself up as an.arbitrary dictator as·to what a man may 

think. It was not that :swift believed in "free-thinkers": 

heaven forbid that each irresponsible Aeolist should make 

himself heard ~bove the· crowd.· But ins.tead of lecturing 



as t.o what a man should do, .Swift's style was different. 

As Eddy points out, 

Other ·writers may plead, cajole, or weep over 
the wrongs of·mankinid; they·may stop to bind 
up the wounds of him who fell among thieves. 
Swift pursues the thieves, wounds their vanity, 
robs ~hem of their .defence, and leaves them by 
the side of the road less enthusiastic over 
their profession. 

The use of this strategy, no matter how 
effective it prove against oppression, is not 
applauded by sentimentalists, who assume that 
unfortunates prefer kind words and bedside 
sympath7 to the paring of the claws that 
wounel. 3 
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Ruskinvs pithy bit of authoritarianism, this exhor

·tation.(you must lllook at the words") would have delighted 

Swift. Coldl,yhe states that after all, the True Criticks 

are "a Race .of Men who delighted to nibble at the Super-

fluities ••• of Books." Later in the conclusio1~ of the 

uDigression ConcerningCriticksll Swift states that some-

time.inthe·future "I hope I have deserved so well of their 

.whole Body, as to meet.with generous and tender·Usage at 

their Hands." 'More futile hopes have never been penned. 

One cannot expect to flay a man and gain his love • 

. In Culture and Anarchy Arnold states that of the three 

things necessary to modern life -- love of industry, love 

of the things of the mind, the love of beautiful things --

the middle class had no notion of any but the first. And 

to his contemporaries who felt that each man could believe 

·What he liked or· what was true for him, Arnold !'kept ask".'" 

in.g whether it was not important that what people were 
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free to believe should be w.orth believing" or whether or 

not the."anarchy of individualism should not be checked. by 

the authority of Culture,. with its ·inherent power of dis

covering truth. 1138 Arnold in his age, like Swift, was 

tying to mould an opinion. But Arnold stood high as a 

critic; especially in his later years. As Tillotson points 

out, !'his prestige as a critic was so high that his bril-

liant·epigrams established themselves in the minds of 

younger critics as.dogmas, and in the minds of the incur

ious ,mass of readers· as assumptions. 1139 As one goes 

through ,:he critics of the nineteenth century, the men who 

wrote ·and lectured for the masses, he finds that Arnold 

stands as a not untypical example: often that which he 

says,can be found in the writings of his fellow critics 

and lecturers. Often that which he believes, can be found 

in the·writings which were being read and, one can assume, 

believed by the average Victorian. 

The·aristocracy of England was politically, dead since 

the Reform Bill of 1832.. . Tillots.on feels that if they 

still had been.in power, Arnold would have cajoled them to 

aid the working class, but since they were not in power 

and the laboring classes had not: yet begun to rj,,se, Arnold 

made his criticisms to the·middle class, which he felt was 

the center of English power·-- although he, the same as 

other· more discriminating· critics,. was not esp.ecially 

impressed with the middle class mentality. 40 



· When Arp._old spoke of l_i t.erature, he spoke 
. as he d_id · becaus·e - the middle -class· were 
- in p.ower; Mi.11 had descried, an.d Arnold 
after· him, what .Weber a_nd Tawney have 
-regularly proved, that the m.iddle-class 
Briton of the nineteenth century -was 
descended from the Puritan .of the seven
teenth. .But he was -still interested in the 
old- questions; _in,practical morality, in 
sol_id -demonstrable value, _ in .ways -of suc
ceeding, _in religious ·questions :When those 
-questions :were - tied with something --
indeied4 .. with 'something or other' -- in the 
Bible. 1 

Arnold-, s views __ in cri t_iciam are not necessarily confined 
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to· those o-f the century in which he lived, but in his 

century he did reflect the feeling.of his class. ln Pre

face· t_o Poenis, .1853, Arnold· s·ays the ·"radical difference 

between their [Greek] .poetical theory and ours consists" 

in .the fact that :l'they regarded the wb,ole; we regard the 

-parts. . With -them .the -action :predominated over the 

expression -of it:; \\Ii th us, . the expression p,redominates 

over·the.act,ion. 1142 ;Somervell feels-that this looking at 

the whole,".the id~al of serenity, is one of two ideas that 

runs through all. of• Arn.old' s poetry. 43 -Again ill: _his 

Essays -i_Il Cri t:icis:m, .Fi~!::lt Series Arnold states ·that 

The grand power of poetry is irr\its .inter
pretative -power ••• the power of iso dealing 
with _things •as -to awaken .. ln- us-a wonder-
fully full, new, and intimate sense -of them 
[11,1ys-teries of the universe], .and of our 
relat:it:ms with them. 44 

Too, just :as the majority of WJ;'-i ters of the -nine

teenth century felt, Arn.old felt.that poetry-- -authentic 

-:poetry· ... ,....· was_ .s:olemn. He adm:i,.red- Spenser or···Mil t.ori or 

Dante~ but he felt 



almost a guiltiness, when his fingers touched 
the binding of his.Chaucer; Chaucer seemed 
to resist being put on h.is honour by . the 
priest. And so Arnold had to rule out 
Chaucer,. a.nd with him all poets lacking. 'l:ligh 
seriousness' from the greatest; and Moliere, 
and the poets of the eighteenth century, who 
were dismissed below stairs to join the 
.prose writers. As far as. Arnold was con
cerned, pOets wg-g looked to satire seemed 
mean and dirty. .. . 

It is in.these passages that perhaps one of the keys 

to understanding why Swift was not appreciated can be 

found. When Arnold speaks of the parts, that is p€).rtially 

.what the Victorians found wrong with:Swift. His obscenity 

and profanity were dragged out of context~- out of the 

eighteenth century and out of what the total effect the work 

was trying to achieve. It would be .interesting to know how 

many Victorians actually thought that.Swift advocated .the 

eating of children or the abolishment of Christianity. 

Too, when Arnold speaks of poetry as being·"solemn," 

with "high seriousness," it is no wonder that·. Swift was 

not of the elect. In "A Description of the:Morning"·Sw.ift 

ant;i.cipates the realists o.f the twentieth century, but 

·fails to satisfy the·"grand power" of Arnold. 

Now Betty from her Master's Bed had flown, 
And softly stole to discompose her own. 

This is not solemn. In '' A Description of a. City 

:Shower 11 ·swift.speaks of all of the debris coming from var-

ious parts :of·liondon: 

Sweepings fromButcher:s 1 Stalls, .Dung, Guts,. and Blood, 
Drown'd Puppies, stinking Sprats, all drench'd in Mud, 
Dead Cats and Turnip-Tops·come tumbling down the Flood. 



One would have to admit there is a certain lack of""high 

·seriousness" on the part of the poet. At :the risk of 

laboring the obv,ious, .. one can go through .line after· line 

of Swift.i:·s verse :and . find the good diction, easy gaiety, 

and exact r:b,y·me:s so admired by Dr •. Johnson, but the 
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solemnity. and the· sense. of our relationship· w·i th the mys-

te·ries of the universe so essential to Arnold are lacking. 

In .all honesty, perhaps one should d.ismiss·Swift's poetry: 

much of it :is· doggerel. However, the presentation in both 

his verse and prose is: essentially. the· same, i .• e., he 

utilizes irony; .regardless the cut -Of the cloth, Swift does 

n_ot · fulfill the· requirements of Arnold criticism • 

. Just as ,much as in·,Arnold, one -can find ''t.he same ideas 

put forth by .Carlyle, , in· whose -writings between t:he forty

two years ·between· 1823 and ·1865 "n.o fundamental change of 

~rincip,le" can ·be· found. 4·6 ·Like· Arnold, Carlyle felt. that 

a poet who had Jevi t:y, or· ra.ther · one who lacked "high 

·seriousness·," was. to be condemne.¢1. One ·shou1d approach 

·literature with .''symp~thy". and·. ''reverence-. 11 As ·for sat-

iris ts, , "Voltaire ·was ·nearly. everything that ·.Carlyle most 

detested.; be ·had h,rdly any.of the gifts which won his .. ·: 

. cri t:ic:' s -spontaneous admiration •. He· speaks· w,i th truth of 

Vo1taire's 'inborn :levity.of nature, h.is entire want .of 
_.;:·\,,. 

Earnes·tness·.:'" .. Voltaire was. ·"b.y birth. a mocker' 'and light 

.Poco.curante. 11 As far ··as Carlyle ··was concerned, 'iVoltaire's 
i . 

results a;re .. mainly negat:ive; · and. Carlyle ,loathed mere 
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negat::i.on. ,r47 Onl_ this ·question, . the-Swift advocate must 

.plead nolo contend ere, for by definition of s:at;i.re tnere 

is admission that the. satirist is· ·"negative," for want of 

a better word. But that is essentially what he is trying 

t.o be: the ·satir·ist is never constructive, for he is 

attempting to be negative toward.-- to destroy -- that 

which·he feels·to·be initially wrong. ·Swift must f.all 

into the same·category as.Voltaire,· but it.appears to be a 

case of cri t:icizing a· satiris·t because he is not a_ tragedian • 

.. There. is a n_oticeable· lack of- disin_terested detachment 

in these criticisms·, but :as. was stated., it was not the func-

tion of.literary critics :tobe disinterested. When the· 

-Victprians·s:tudied the work of the eighteenth century, "they 

were :i.n· two minds ·about it, hating i.t one moment because it 

strangled what was new:in their own poetry, .and admiring it 

th t b . t h ·. t f th . ••48 ... e nex . ecause. 1 was so muc ·a.par o em. The 

eighteenth century.received no credit from Arnol~ when in . . 

·-1879 he list.ed:."our chief poetical names," Le., of the man 

_in the street, he included Scott, Campbell, and Moore. 49 

In retrospect, Arnold c-annot. be conde.mned too heavily. for 

this s:tatement, for·- "Cr-i ticis.m was the means for· advert.is-

· ing the best and for making it- prevail." Ar.nold had no 

intention of being disinterested, for 

· h;i.s bent towards. advocacy was the bent of his 
:whole nature, and even when the-advocacy seems 
to be ·blowiq;g ~es~ - like a tradew,ind, it is not 
.often that we ~re· given disinterested crt tic ism, 
even d.isinterested literary critic.ism. 50 
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ln "The Literary Influence of Academies 0 of 1864, 

Arnold calls the eighteenth century provincial and second 

rate. He ~~Y~ the best of that time was the 'Attic prose' 

of Addison. Tillotson states that Arnold felt this way 

for three reasons, but the prime one was that Arnold 

accepted the "lazy assumptions of those of his contempor

aries who were under no obligation to think."51 One can 

see the passing of Victorian prudery and hence an amelio-

ration of Swift's infamy, for in 1881 in "Letters, Speech-

es and Tracts on Irish Affairs by· Edmund Burke 1' Arnold 

states "But t.o lose Swift and Burke out of our mind's 

circle of acquaintance is a loss indeed •••. " and he then 

goes on to equate him withShakespeare and Milton in an 

. d' t 52 1n 1rec manner. 

Then, still later in 1896 Arnold spoke of Swift as 

highly as Voltaire and said that the great men of letters 

are "men like Cicero, Plato, Bacon, Pascal, Swift, Vol-

taire ••• : 1 Tillotson once again feels that there is noth-

ing in Arnold 1 s literary criticism that would merit his 

making such an about face, but that time alone had brought 

about a change for the better of the popularity of Swift. 53 

Ruskin, too, carried the banner of Victorianism as 

high as any. "His theory that great art is always the prod-

uct of a morally sound society and bad art always the mark 

of social corruption1154 cannot always be validated, but it 

did not keep him from preaching that very tenet. 
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One can go on through the writings of Tennyson, of 

Browning, of Ruskin, and almost any other author of the 

time and find .that there was little or no kinship with the 

writings of Jonathan Swift. Even in Taine, there is the 

lip service but lack of love. Taine admires Swift, but 

calls him in his summation, 

a man of the world and a poet, he invented a 
cruel pleasantry, funer·al laughter, a con-
vulsive gaiety of bitter contrasts ••• he 
created a personal poetry by painting the 
crude details of trivial life, by the energy 
of painful grotesqueness, by the mesciless 
revelation of the filth we conceal. 5 

And then in his summation he states that " ••• we quit such 

a spectacle with a sad heart, but full of admiration ; and 

th 1 . b t . f 1 h . t · f · 1156 we say e pa ace 1s eau 1 u even wen 1 1s on ire. 

And so we return to Thackeray, the man who is given 

the credit for burying Swift from Victorian eyes, but let 

us recall that Thackeray wrote his "English Humorists" for 

the men and women of his age. Those parts of Swift he 

vilified, they, too, · were prone to dislike. Those aspects 

of Swift's they would enjoy, he complimented. For instance, 

in his lecture on Swift when he spoke of Stella as a par-

agon, they believed him. 

Gentle lady, so lovely, so loving, so unhappy! 
you have had countless champions, millions of 
manly hearts mourning for you. From generation 
to generation we take up the fond tradition of 
your beaaty; we watch and follow your tragedy 

. your bright morning · love and purity, .your con
stancy, your grief, your sweet martyrdom. We 
know your . legend by heart. You are one of the 
saints of English story.57 
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This is, of course, rather hyperbolic; but once again let 

one ·recall that disinterested literary criticism sells few 

books. One can notice the change of attitude toward 

Stella in the twentieth century; there is a more clinical 

detachment. One can still find Thackeray's basic ideas, 

but the presentation is radically different. 

Whether or not Stella died of a broken heart, 
starved for romantic affection, we do not know; 
but we must not be too immoderate in our pity. 
She enjoyed much that women of her time sought 
eagerly: the friendship of the leading men of 
letters; a wide acquaintance among the cultured 
who year after year frequented her parlour; (the 
gratitude of many unfortunates to whom she was a 
gracious and open-handed patroness.) If she 
remained in the shadow of a great man, she was 
one of many women who chose that part. She ·was 
Swift's life-long companion and his closest 
friend, intensely interested in his career, 
able to converse with him and to criticize his 
ideas. He was devoted to he~ charming person, 
her uncommon gentility and refinement, her 
sound opinions and lively conversation, her 
unfailing generosity and kindliness. That a 
tragedy lurked beneath this restrained inter
change of affection all who read between the 
lines of the story kno~ well; but Steila died 
without asking for the ·world's sympathy. In 
the absence of information and of any invitation 
to interfere, common courtesy suggests that we 
leave the secret of their unfulfilled love where 
Stella kept it, locked in her heart.58 

To return to Thackeray, however, he was only telling 

the Victorians what they wanted to. hear, for the Victorians 

did idolize their women, and there was no such a thing as 

passionate love nor even a reference to it; if there was a 

passion it was "a passion ••• tempered by reverence and con
\ 

fined to the home •••• 1159 and if it did not confine itself 

to this, it was lust and therefore taboo. The audience of 
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"English Humorists" would have heard Stella irterpreted in 

no other way ~nd still have been satisfied. 

When in Gulliver's Travels Swift wrote that'' the she-

Yahoo would admit the male while she was pregnant," or that 

the female Yahoos would try _ to entice a male into seduc

tion, or that if a strange female Yahoo entered a group of 

other females they would "stare and chatter, and grin, and 

smell her all over; and then turn off with gestures that 

seemed to express contempt and disdain," how closely would 

the Victorians embrace a man who would stoop to wr ite such 

things? 

Swift may have been forgiven for some of his errors, 

but never the sin of not liking women, home, or marriage. 

To the Victorians the home ·was a "source -of virtue" where 

none of the commercialisms and critical ideas of the age 

could penetrate. Ruskin's "L ;ilies : of Queen's Gardens" 

gives a rather typical definition of the home and all that 

went with it: " This is the true nature of home -- it is 

the place of Peace; the shelter, not only from all injury, 

but from all terror, doubt, and division.'' In addition, 

he says that .no "inconsistently-minded, unknown, unloved, 

or hostile society_ of the outer world is allowed by 

either husband or wife to cross the threshhold." 60 Ruski n 

continues, advocating that a woman of the home "must be 

enduriggly, incorruptibly good; instinctively, infallibly 

wise ••.• ; w}th the passionate gentleness of an infinitely 
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variable ••• modesty of service. 1161 As far as Ruskin was 

concerned, . women were a thing apart; a woman's education 

was to be the · same as a b~y's but hers was to keep her in 

a "lofty and pure element of thought" and she should not 

read those books from circulating libraries "wet with the 

••• spray of the fountain of folly. Or even from the 

fountain of wit. 1162 This is in decided contrast to the 

eighteenth century outlook as far as women's education and 

role in society are concerned. 

There could be a very strong relationship between the 

dislike of Swift .and his satire, and between the Victorian 

idea of love. Considering that women had been so highly 

idealized and made into a creature to be worshipped, rather 

than one of the same species; and coupling this with the 

loss of religious fervor that had gradually taken place 

toward the middle of the century, it would not be surpris-

ing for a man to turn to a human god to worship with ful l 

passion in the purest sense. Noel Annan in Stephen says 

that 1Stephen adored his Julia Duckwort1h because in marriage 

she was "a living image before whom he cdµld pour out the 

flood of devotion that could find no outlet in religion:163 

One cannot very easily imagine Swift's "pouring out 

the flood .of devotion" to anyone -- man or woman -- and it 

was this apparent lack of the ability to feel tenderness 

in a fashion suitable to the Victorian taste that further 

alienated many ~eople of the nineteenth c~ntury from 
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Jonathan Swift. Swift had compassion; but it was a com-

passion that desired all whom he came into contact with 

to be perfect. lt mattered not that they were female 

Yahoos or Aeolists, or "ironmongers;" if they· did .. not 

act as·animal rationale they were prostituting their com-

mon sense. And the best way to improve·such as these was 

to satirize them. In the age of common sense.-- of 

reason -- t'is style admirably suited those elegantly cool 

Augustans; but in the age of emotions, it was not the 

.mocking.word. that would improve wrong thought it was 

the direct plea to do bet.ter. Only appealing to the 

emotions. as the seat of act.ion did they feel that one 

could improve man's ways. The g·ood Dean with his , mockingJy 

corrective irony was.not their·man. 



CHAPTER VI 

CO~CLUSION 

In summation, one has to find that Swift not only 

failed to satisfy Victorian sentiments in general, but he 

was also almost everything in particular that the Victor

ians disliked: he was· anti-perfectibility, anti-science, 

anti-optimistic; he was full of levity on taboo subjects, 

and immoral in presentation of accepted subjects. He had 

no heroes, he hated critics, he flayed the Dissenting 

sects. He was not only a poor nationalist, but excor

iated jingoists long before the term was invented. His 

exacerbating comments on marriage, women, and the home 

were judged by an age which held all three as almost sacred. 

Born i n an age in which land, aristocracy, and agri

culture were bases of social acceptability, Swift was f a ted 

to be judged in an era in which business, the middle class , 

and industrialization were the powers -- and the frames o f 

reference o f the two societies were radically different. 

His philosophy was a belief in a government that protected 

the status quo; the next century was dominated by laissez

f aire . He was strongly High Church -- and said so; and t he 

f o llowi ng age was domi nate d by Disse nters. The Age o f 
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Reason was displaced by the Age of Emotions; the Age of 

Wit was replaced by the Age of Sentiment. 

But if the "Here Are Lions" superscription was placed 

on the works of Swift by Thackeray in particular and Bowd-

lers of the Victorian Age in general, it is not to the 

discredit of Swift, hor perhaps to the discredit of the 

Victorians. They -lived in a special age with its special 

customs and special mores. If they decided that the bulk 

of Swift's writings was to be made inaccessible to the 

public, that Swift himself would be metamorphosed into an 

author of a child's book (expurgated), or that he would be 

held up as an example of how immoral such men of the eigh-

teenth century were, it was a part of the character of the 
\... 

Victorian Age. Tillotson says those who did such things 

did so as if they "were driven ••• by a biological necessity J12 

Tµere appears to be no grounds for either extreme critic-

ism or extreme defense for such attitudes, although one 

might suppose that this gre~test of iconoclasts in English 

literature could have received b~tt~r understanding, at 

least from the intellectuals of the age. 

Why is it that here in the latter half of the twen-

tieth century_ there is such a resurgency of Swift critic-

ism? What is it about the Age of Wit that appeals to us 

so much? Why has the ·Age of Satire become once again so 

popular·? The ... answer probably lies with a number of 

things. Sentiment in literature has run its course; there 
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is less tendency to "escape" through sentimental reading. 

Also, the twentieth century now is rather cynical ; and 

because of this cynicism, this age finds in . Swift messages 

that apparently crystallize disenchantment with the way 

things ~re. Too, in the twentieth century there is per-

haps a tendency to identify more with writers of the 

eighteenth century for their style; for if their vocab-

ulary is not exactly the same, their construction is very 

approximate to that which is written today. One caµ , of 

course, find a similarity _ in the noticeable amount of 

rather scat?logical literature now being published. Again, 

there is a lacking of verbosity or hyperbole that appeals 

to the twentiet~ century reader. 

One could continue the par·allels between the two cen
t 

turies to much greater length, but it would be, for the 

most part, stating the obvious. 

Every man's reputation goes down in a following age , 

but usually there is only a short la~se until there is a 

change of fortune, if there is a degree of merit in the 

person's writing. Swift had the misfortune to be followed 

by the · Age of Romanticism, which rejected the Age of Rea-

son; and then the Romantic Age was followed by the Victor-

ian, an ·age ihich rejected almos t all elements of Swift 

(and a good many aspects of Romanticism). 

It has taken two hundred years, but Prince Posterity 

has decided to smile, and the True Criticks are now turn-



ing fawning g:lances more .and; mere toward Jonathan: swtft. 

One can .almost .hear him sa:y: 

Now, GFub-Street Wits· are all emp,loy'd.; 
W:-i th Eleg·ies, the· Town ·.is cloy' d. 
~'On. the· Dea th of ,Dr. Swift") 
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